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TWO FORCES.

CHAPTER

I.

BETWEEN

IS DESCRIPTIVE OF A FASHIONABLE FUNERAL

WHEREIN THE DEAD IS THE CHIEF ACTOR.

EVERY one talked about it—the death of
Scientists talked about

it,

Younod Rencliife.
because many of

them had looked upon the deceased as one
who,

had he lived, would have increased

their store of treasures by some new dis
The literati talked about

it,

covery, theory or invention.

for Younod

Rencliﬂe had displayed a rare and peculiar
genius—a most remarkable
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developnient

of
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intellectual ability at such an early age as
to stamp with conviction not only the minds

of those already inclined to the argument

“ The

poet is born not made,” but also those

The local church talked about

for there

had been that in the worship of this reputed
genius which suggested a majestic aspiration

for the Holy of holies; a deep, mysterious
And, lastly, society talked about
because

of the prominence

it,

soul-communion with the Host of hosts.
partly

the Rencliffe

family had assumed" in its upper circles, but
also owing to the peculiar regard in which
the dead himself was held, because

of his

marked eccentricity of character, his personal
beauty, and his love for solitude.

Thus

it

,

it,

previously arrayed on the negative side

was every one talked about the

death of Younod

Rencliffe, who died Oct.

17th, 18—, aged twenty-ﬁve years and seven
months.

The papers announced

that the funeral
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would take place from the residence at the

third hour, services to

be rendered

to the rites and ceremonies

according

of the Holy

Catholic Order and Faith, and to be conducted
by the rector of the parish—Rev. Dr. Planton.
Friends invited.

Private funeral later.

.As a consequence of every one’s talking
about his death, every one came to his funeral.
People ﬁlled the large rooms of the Rencliffe
residence, stood on the stairways, crowded
the halls, waited on the porches, trampled
on the ﬂowers on the lawn, and waited in

carriages outside.

In

the large central room back of the - en

trance hall was the casket of purple velvet

with embossed gold handles and ornaments.
The upper part was slightly raised.
cover was removed, exposing

The

the form its

entire length.

Beautiful Younod! beautiful in life

;

beau

tiful in death! with his heart-shaped face
and clear-cut features, chiseled like a cameo.
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Although not yet dark, the blinds were
all closed, and the semi-gloom

was radiated

by the peculiar glare of innumerable candles.

Candelabra of delicately-wrought silver—of
embossed

gold—of antique brass—of gloomy

bronze—of glistening

glass—stood

every

where.
Some of their lights ﬂared ﬁtfully, now

sinking into an insipid, pointed ﬂame—anon
rising

into

a

bold,

emitted a steady glare,
a peculiar,

deﬁant

blaze; some

and all blended into

pellucid glow that glimmered

over the curiously carved and ornamented

walls—the richly covered ﬂoors—the assem
bled people and fell, too, with a softened,

holy-like splendor, upon the solemn dead.

And just

as the strange,

steadfast glow

from the candles diﬁused itself indeﬁnitely,
so the

rare and intoxicating fragrance of the

ﬂowers crept here, there and everywhere.

Flowers above the coﬂin, beneath the cofﬁn,

within the cofﬁn, around the

dead.

Flowers
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creeping over the walls—twined around the
pictures—clustered

in

grouped upon the tables.

the

curtain-folds—

Flowers in designs

of crosses, anchors, crowns, keys, pillows,
wreaths, and garlands.

All

breathing out a

perfume that steals upon the senses softly,
slyly, insinuatingly, and sinks deeper and
deeper until the mind is mesmerized and the

whole scene seems a glimpse of some preter

natural world.
Now rising and falling, seeming to stir the
heavy, perfumed

air and to scatter into

scintillations

pellucid

the

light, is heard

the solemn dirge of the chorists.

The priest

is entering in his sacred robes of ofﬁce.

He

stands above the dead, amid the fragrance

yielding ﬂowers and the steady glow of light,
and

reads in measured tones the old,

words, ever new in signiﬁcance

old

:

“ I am the resurrection and the life, saith
the

Lord;

he that believeth in me, though

he were dead, yet shall he

live; and who
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soever liveth and believeth in me shall never

die.”

I

But, hold!

What is it that causes those

nearest the cofﬁn to gaze with horror-stricken

yet riveted eyes upon the corpse!
the lips as
as

if their

if to cry and

To part

yet give out no sound,

tongues clove to the palate

To

I

half-rise as if to recoil, and yet, fascinated,
bend only nearer

!

Let us,

satisfy our curiosity.
of the

Ha

dead pulsate? do

i

too,

look and

do not the veins

not his nostrils

dilate? are not hiseyes opening? Yes—yes—
and now his lips slightly part.
is rising—he

Horrors

moves a limb—he

!

makes

he

I

a

visible muscular effort and, unaided, steps
out of the cofﬁn upon the ﬂoor—erect before
the people.

Risen from the dead

!

And what of the people assembled

Some

?

rise and close round the risen dead

;

some

with screams rush hysterically away from
the spot, dashing blindly against those press

'
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ing forward to ascertain whence and why
the

commotion

;

and

some

stand

with

suspended thought and action and look with
gaze upon the scene.

uncomprehending
—so

lately

risen from

erect, unmoved
hand

grasps

the

dead—stands

by all around

the

He

him.

One

of the cofﬁn—the

side

wreath of smilax round the inside crushed
between his ﬁngers

;

his face, with its un

earthly pallor and marble—like cast, might

still to all appearances

be one

of the dead,

except for the restless roving

of the lus

trous eyes that are so deep, so dark, it seems
as

if

the shadow of the grave still lay with

in them.
He speaks.
true.

“ My theory

is

then

come

Aye—more than true, it has come to

life an incarnate thing, for I, myself, am
the living proof of the theory.

My mission

of inﬁnite scope and magnitude is completed
and there but remains
ment of its completion.”

the utopian enjoy
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But friends now come forward and lead
away this strange actor in a strange scene,
dismiss the panic-stricken guests, and remove
the reminders of the other world.

And thus ends the strange funeral of
Younod Rencliffe.

But
cannot

so

curious and unwonted an event

die a natural death, and years after

ward the return of the odor of those sense
stealing ﬂowers recalls to many that were
present the horrible yet fascinating remem
brance of that scene, enacted amid the swirl
and glare of a light bewildering in its brill
iancy.
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CHAPTER II.
AN

INTRODUCES

ORDINARY

FAMILY

POSSESSES AN EXTRAORDINARY

WHICH

MEMBER.

THE Honericks were German-Americans.
They lived in an ordinary street in an or
dinary city.

They possessed the number of

children ordinary in such families, which
means, of course, an extraordinary number,

ranging from the infant up to the married
eldest, who has children of his own, with the

various

gradations

between,—children

in

school, just out of school, and engaged to be

married.

All the

sentiment,

intellectuality

or talent any of the Honericks might have,
can be referred back to the paternal side, for
the mother, poor woman, what with bearing
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and rearing children has had all the romance
and the intellectual vigor worked out of her.

And yet she can always

be sure

of the cling

ing love of her children, for ﬁlial love and
gratitude are very strong in Germans.

Thus,

in the instance of the Honericks, ordinary
though they may appear to the ordinary
observer, wide and distinct though the

dif

erent pursuits, interests, and paths in life of
the various members may be, still the ties of

family,

of blood, of affection, are strong

among them.

.

.

With

the systematic and

business-like

methods and customs of their

nationality,

Father

and

Mother Honerick

have reared each child with a view to his

future adoption of some particular trade or
pursuit, so that each in turn becomes self
supporting.
Now in this nice and discriminating pro
cess

of designating avocations, one—Cecelia

—slips, like the proverbially
through

the

ﬁngers

of

the

slippery eel,
designators.

BETWEEN TWO FORCES.
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This lack of

conformity to family custom on the part of
Cecelia

is not exactly owing

obstinacy.

to voluntary

There is a vigorous inclination

on her part towards the adoption, of some

regular pursuit.
proves

But

as each

work begun

itself in time inadaptable

to

her,

there is a gradual relinquishment of it which
becomes ﬁnal.

So while one Honerick is a

Wood-carver, another

a type-setter, another

a carpenter, anotheraschool-teacher, etc., we
ﬁnd Cecelia at the age of twenty-three un
classiﬁed.

Now, odd as it may seem, Cecelia

of all, speaking from a
most ability
psychologic or intellectual point of view.

has the

But perhaps it is this very mind-ability,
with its diffusing tendency, which makes it
hard for her to conﬁne herself to some one
mechanical avocation.
She has, through her father’s supervision
and the public schools, received an excellent
education.

Besides being well-versed in the

_
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English branches,

she speaks and reads the

German language ﬂuently and

In

She also plays and sings well.

correctly.
disposition

Cecelia tends towards the abstract, reﬂective
and speculatory,

and against the practical

and executive.

In

appearance she is tall, and would be

large but that the nervous intenseness of
her nature has made her thin

;

her face, an

ivory white, is set off by dark hair, large,
gray eyes, long dark lashes and dark

deep,

brows

;

jaw

a dimple
red

and

;

a

triﬂe heavy, chin square, with

white, perfect teeth, and mouth

Her expression

interesting.

is

peculiar and puzzling; sometimes it is one
of pride, then again of cynicism,
again of melancholy.

and still

The gray eyes have a

slight upward cast, showing a little white
beneath

the dark,

this makes

melancholy; her eyelids

droop

her

look

heavy and

white, especially at the corners, this gives
her an appearance

of

indifference

and
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hauteur, and, also, modesty; her upper lip
is short and slightly curled, this makes her
look worldly and cynical.

Perhaps it is the

result of the unclassiﬁed,

unlabeled

condi

tion before referred to, or perhaps it is owing
is,

however it

Cecelia

is

unrest of her disposition:

to the natural

in a

discontented,

state of gloomy indifference of feeling, reck
less uncertainty

of belief.

incredulity
friends

and vacillating

She argues with her

quarrels with herself.

and

questions

of action

the

She

of certain prin

correctness

ciples of conventionality, and discredits
existence

of senti

of certain departments

But this life of enervating skepti

to her.

displeasing

So, While one moment she

is

cism, of purposeless drifting,

is

ment.

the

coldly

active principle

in the next, she

trying to collect and concentrate
tering forces of her nature.
change

has

come.

All

that

is

ness and

;

questioning the possibility of a life of positive
the scat

But at last a
uncertainty
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of life, aimlessness and indifference
yesterday.

To-day all is different.

were

Or at

least this is what she afﬁrms.
Cecelia has entered a new engagement, is
to begin a new career, to be introduced on a
'

new stage of life, with a new list of dramatis

persona.
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CHAPTER III.
GIVES A BRIEF ACCOUNT OF THE PECULIAR
ITIES

PERSONALITIES

AND

CLIFFE

OF

THE

REN—

FAMILY.

THE Rencliffes were peculiar.
is,

That

if

never doing anything by intent

term.

And

as

this hypothesis

is

or accident that could possibly
the
receive
opprobrious stamp ordinary, renders meet the
true, accord

ing to society in general and certain portions
ment

is

or cliques of society in particular, the state
correct, and we re-aﬂirm—the Ren

cliﬁ'es were peculiar.

N ow, since peculiar

as

advanced and proven in the Theorem, arise the
problems—wherefor,

and how peculiar.

The

solutionkof the ﬁrst question we shall have
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to waive as beyond our analytic skill, unless,
indeed,

we

fall back upon the somewhat

illogical but axiomatic explanation that they
were so by nature.

To the solving of the second, we proceed
Mr. Rencliﬁe was

by analytical deduction.
a man of whom,

in

a personal

sense,

little was known, and, in a business
still less.

With regardto

but

sense,

the contents of his worldly

coffers, society echoed the sentiment

of the

lines——
“ The more they sought the amount of treasure,
The more indeﬁnite became its measure.”

And the method of ﬁlling

these same was as

obscure to the fact-seekers as the amount of

their contents. That reference to the abstract,
but,

to the

“ corners,”

initiated, signiﬁcant, terms—
“ margin,”

“bulls and bears,”

might to these same initiated throw light on
this seemingly abstruse point, is to us, the
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unintiated,

of no
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whatever,

consequence

hence we waive all allusion to them.

Mrs. Rencliffe was “a bright, particular

star” in the social constellation, and there
fore deserves a more personal account.

A

certain trite expression, to wit

:

fair, fat

and forty, with appendices, foot-notes and
parentheses, will serve as an introduction.

Fair,—foot-note
classical

:

features

white

skin, oval

tapering,

;

face,

aristocratic

hands.

Fat,—parentheses
tendency,

:

_

not from

a natural

but from good-living, for whose

origin she was never at any concern; from
an easy conscience, derived principally from
an

habitual observance

her prayer-book,

of

the covers of

and from a total disinclina

tion to bodily activity.
Forty,—appendix

:

with a few odd years

attached.

But, even with this expansion of the expres
sion,2

the analysis is not complete.

It

re
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quires something of a rather more personal
nature.

At

the age of eighteen, Genevra Porte was

a pale, stooped girl-student,

whose

brain

was developed to an abnormal degree and
gorged

with erudition

to

an

extent

far

beyond her age, and which was yet crying

with the insatiableness of intellectual greed,
More! more
break-down,

!

In
the

the next year came the
nervous

and intellectual

reaction to all this over-application:
Next to this, of course, came the edict, N 0

And then, to

books, no study, no thought.

ﬁll the

vacuum

created

by

the

nerve

thought’s collapse, society stepped in. And
having once stepped in, well and ﬁrm, she
never stepped out again.
So at forty-seven we ﬁnd Mrs. Rencliife, erst
the student whose soul was lost amid the

labyrinthine
and

windings of celestial loftiness

purity, and

around whose heart was

woven the spell of wisdom’s

mysticism, a

BETWEEN TWO FORCES.
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whose

pomp and

soul is straying
of

vain-glories

church, and

amid the
fashionable

a

whose heart is bound

armory of society and fashion.

Within

19

late years,

.

.

in the

.

Mrs. Rencliﬁ'e, with

her native tendency to strike cut into new
paths

of diversion, as well as distinction,

had calmly ignored the manifestoes

which

established respectively the Anglo-mania and
the Parisian craze, and entered the individ

ual by-lane of affecting the German in all
things.

Perhaps

this

had

departure

a

natural cause, as she boasted a slight strain
of German blood. But, be its cause natural

in pursuance

and shelves

were ﬁlled with the works of

authors

and

poets;

her tables

she took

German socialistic paper and read

it

German

of

it,

or artiﬁcial,

a

in the

morning over her black coffee and coffee
kucken.
She invited to her house and entertained
not only distinguished learneds of that na

20
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tionality, but also embryo geniuses.

The

latest conceit was to resurrect her study of
‘

the German authors.
so

But to effect this—

long had been her imposed vacation, she

required a linguistic assistant.

Among the other young men who on occa
sions frequented her socials of somewhat sub
dued gayety, small dinner-parties, etc., was a

young German who interested her exceed
ingly. Not only because he came from a
part of Germany in which she had sojourned
and so could talk on subjects of kindred in
terest, but because
character

his strong, impassioned

gave her an interesting object

lesson in the study of human biography.

He was a mechanic, and plied his

trade

arduously and faithfully.

But he also had

In

his contributions to

another occupation.

the socialistic paper which Mrs. Rencliﬁ‘e
took, he gave expression

to sentiments

of

so bold, forcible, and deﬁant a character as to

evidence the feverish

seething of the emo
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tional element that gave them birth.
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In

supplying the requirement of this new idea

of hers, namely, the Gernian companion, it
wasto this person, Gerhardt Leitz by name,
that she turned.

He bethought himself of a

distant kinswoman

this kind would, be

whom a situation of
deemed, be appropriate

and acceptable.

Father Honerick was the cousin of Ger
hardt Leitz’s father, and in the good old
days of Faderland a true and fond friend as

well.

The late generations of the Honerick

and Leitz lines had had no personal acquaint
ance,

but a friendly

correspondence

had

tended to foster and hand down the fathers’

friendship.

And this it was that persuaded

Gerhardt to a certain degree in bringing
about

an engagement

between Mrs. Ren

cliﬂ'e and his second cousin, Cecelia Honerick.
Persuaded him to a certain degree.

But on the degree of persuasion

a

certain

picture, forwarded with others of the family
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under

the

considerations

of kinship

and

friendship, of a face in which the sensual
grace as displayed in the full, curling lip and
square, dimpled chin harmonized with his

fancy-bred ideal of beauty, and in which the
psychical strength and aspiration betrayed

in the bold, white forehead, the straight
'brows and dream-reﬂecting eyes, satisﬁed his
intellectual exactions, we are not prepared
to designate a limitation.

But, for the conclusion of the prime anal
ysis.

The other member of the Rencliﬂfe

family was Younod—only son and heir.
He did not in any particular give cause for
a reversal of the general verdict—the Ren
cliﬁ‘es were peculiar.
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CHAPTER IV.
INTRODUCES

CECELIA

HONERICK

ON

A NEW

STAGE OF LIFE.

As Cecelia stepped out of the car at the
end of her journey she saw, amidst the crowd

pushing this way and that, a handsome,

fair—

faced, young man, hurrying towards her.

Lifting his hat,

and thus exposing to the sun

light his bushy blond hair, he asked:
“ Ist dieses nicht Fraeulein Honerick?

”

Upon Cecelia’s replying that she was the
person named, he extended his unengaged
hand and gave her gloved one a hearty, lifer'

infusing grasp.

Besides the general sugges

tion of physical strength and earnest-heart
edness

in the hand-grasp of Gerhardt Leitz,

BETWEE.\Y
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there was to Cecelia an especial one of a

or mesmeric power that not only

magnetic
sent
head,

the blood

to

her heart

but to her

giving

her a strange, bewildering
The spontaneous thought that

sensation.

before her was a man who impersonated
a power that could control her actions and
direct her thoughts against, or independent
of, her resistance, passed through her mind.

He introduced

himself to her, and,‘ as they

walked through the crowded depot explained

that he had

been sent

to

welcome

and

conduct her to the house of the family who
had engaged her services.

He gave orders

about her baggage, and was about to call a

carriage when Cecelia suggested walking
that they‘“ might improve their cousinly ac
quaintance,”

as she

laughingly said.

The

distance was too great for her to walk, he

thought

;

but, as he was as eager to promote

the acquaintance

as she was, he proposed a

stroll through the city before they took the

BETWEEN TWO FORCES.
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Cecelia acquiescing
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in this, they

started out, his arm beneath hers giving her
a ﬁrm, nervous

support.

That feature

of

Gerhardt Leitz’s appearance that would ﬁrst
strike the observer would be his excellent
physique.

His vigorous, sinewy frame,

his

upright, military carriage, suggestive of the
soldier’s training, his fair face, handsome and
expressive, his emphatic, rapid talk were all
indices‘ to strong, nervous temperament with
great vital pressure.

Although Cecelia had

at ﬁrst answered him in English, he con

tinued to address her in German, and partly
through politeness, but more submissiveness
to this subtile feeling of power which she had
at the ﬁrst, with strange prescience, divined
he would wield over her, she yielded
choice of language to his.

With good

her

reason

did Gerhardt incline to this choice, for while

in English his talk was correct enough, and
forcible too perhaps, in his native tongue it
was ready,

smooth,

eloquent

and strong.

BETIVEEN TWO FORCES.
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Long and absorbing was that ﬁrst talk of
theirs, and wide and comprehensive the range
'

of subjects.

First came the exchange of facts regard
ing family health and prosperity, of personal
circumstances

and characteristics of the in

dividuals of each family

;

then the assurances

of the love and esteem each father had felt
for the other, as evidenced by the oft-repeat
ed reminiscences to

their children of events

of “ the old days ”; then a review of their
acquaintance

as begun through the family

down to conﬁdences of

correspondence—on

self-inclinations and characteristics.
American-bred, as Cecelia was, her com
prehension

of the meaning of words was

quicker and more direct when they were ex
pressed in English

:

Gerhardt perceived this,

so when he spoke on a subject of particular

self-signiﬁcance he changed to this language.
That was why, when they had ﬁnished their
stroll and entered

the carriage, he said in

BETIVEEN TWO FORCES.
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“ And now,
Cousine,

you would

no doubt like to know something of the

family in which you are going to stay.”
“ Of course,” replied Cecelia. . “ But ﬁrst
let me see whether

I

have

correctly

not

Of

guessed some of their characteristics.

course they are well-off,” and she paused for
a conﬁrmation of her surmise.

“ Well, go on, .I will give my verdict when
you have ﬁnished.”

“Wealthy, because otherwise they could
not indulge their propensity for exclusiveness

in having special help, especially when it is
well remunerated as in my case

;

cratic because of that propensity

so

and aristo
;

and—and

-—well—I suppose, cultured, since they devote
attention to studies of so intellectual a class,”
and

Cecelia

glanced

inquirineg

sideways

from under her lashes.
“ Well, let us see how correct your sur
mises are,” began her companion

.ﬁrst and half-quizzingly.

slowly at

“ Wealthy?

yes—

BETIVEEN TWO FORCES.
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if wealth

means a situation replete with

every luxury that wantonness
can

suggest;

luxury

and vanity

so superﬂuous

that

in supplying it is not left the

the laborer

muscle or the time to prepare for his own

Aristocratic? correct,

necessities.

too,

if

you take as your basis the courting of idle
ness

and the spurning of thrift.”

“ My dear cousin, are you not severe in your
criticism

2

” asked Cecelia with a
deprecatory

shrug of her shoulders and arch of her brows.

“ In

no

my

longer

opinion,”
speaking

replied

Gerhardt,

slowly, "‘ no

crit

icism can be too severe on the class which
with unsoiled, well-shaped hands, but be
.

smirched,
science,

shrunken

judgment

and

con

recognizes with satisfaction the in

stitutions of political economy which make
it right for one class to toil, struggle and
sorrow, while the other lolls back, pampered
and waited upon

:

which contemplates with

epicurean sneer the simple pleasures of the

BETIVEEN
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his glass, his pipe, his brief
hour of conviviality at the bar : which divides

working-man,

the world’s fraternity and communism by
erecting class-partitions. ”

“Well, there always have
ably always will 'be,

The

one despises

been, and

prob

two distinct classes.

the other

for his hard

hands, and the latter hates the former
his soft ones.
ferent ? ”

for

How would you have it dif

“ How would

I have it different

?

I would

have the conditions attendant upon this dis

tinction all reversed.
handed

the creditor,

I would have the hard
the

soft-handed

debtor; the toiler the autocrat,

the

the idler

theislave.”

“ You are an ultraist,” said Cecelia.
“ My enthusiasm
.“ I am,”
emphatically.

points even greater extremities of condition

than these.

In my heart

is ever a hope,

cherished and promoted by an inspired pre
science

of surety that a revolution will sweep

0

'
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away this class when the reign of Universal

Fraternity will eiface these barriers they
have erected.”

but
“ Isn’t an ultraist

Cecelia had been listening interestedly,
she now asked demurely
a

:

'

crank l”
“ We‘ll let the answer to that go till our

next meeting, for yonder is your destination, ”
pointing to a handsome
pressed brick,
ings,

“ and

ornamented

city dwelling of

with iron rail

I want to give you aparting word

of advice.”
“ Of command

you mean,” said Cecelia

mentally, glancing at Gerhardt’s earnest,
imperious countenance.

“ Listen,” he began, “you have entered
into a bargain, so much labor—in this case
brain-labor and nerve-labor—for
money.

so

much

Never for an instant regard your

employers as your benefactors, for such is

not the case.
the

You perform your part of

bargain with

conscientiousness

and
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punctuality; further than that you owe
neither gratitude nor homage.

them
side

Out

this bargain, and beyond your personal

bearing towards each other,
occupy another relationship.

you and they
They are rep

resentatives of a class that is opposite—yes,

will say, antagonistic

I

to you and yours.

Remember,” looking critically at her hand
some

you

“ that

face,

however

may make

they

a

with them, a permanent
member

of

this

class

end in misery and

pleasant

for

temporary stay
union with any
must

mockery.

inevitably

And now,

farewell, dear cousin— moechten wir uns bald
wiedersehen.”

“ Curious advice,”

she stood at the

pondered

Cecelia, as

foot of the stone steps and

watched the carriage roll off.

“ A perma

Does he imagine Mrs. Rencliife
would wish to hire me for a lifetime I ”

nent union

!

But among Cecelia’s characteristics obtuse
ness

could not be reckoned, and she turned

_
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away from the receding carriage with an
amused smile and her characteristic

of the shoulders.

She ascended

rang the bell.

steps and

shrug

the stone

‘

The door was opened by a servant, who,
upon learning her identity, said she was to
be conducted to

Mrs. Rencliﬁ'e’s room.

So Cecelia followed her guide up a ﬂight

of wide, low; soft stairs, lighted by the gentle
glow of daylight reﬂected'through stained

A

glass.

low knock at a door, a “ come in”

from within, and then the servant opened
the door and Cecelia entered.
She saw a low-ceilinged,

square chamber,

with dark, heavy wood-work, fantastically
carved
rugs

;

;

ﬂoor, highly polished, covered with

walls hung with tapestry, interspersed

with mirrors and an occasional copy of
masterpiece

;

a

luxurious couches, chairs, foot

stools; straggling

books

everywhere

Psyche here, a Venus there;

;

a

a dresser in

fantastic order and disorder, covered with

toilet
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ornaments,

rose-jars

appurtenances,

which gave out their delicate, indistinct odor ;
a comer-table holding more books, some
manuscript, a jeweled ink-stand, more rose

jars, quaint candelabra,
page

down,

a

mother-of-pearl

a

hand-glass

with

a

and another

with

a

beveled
back,

prayer-book turned

silver frame, a crumpled perfumed hand
kerchief, a little ebony cruciﬁx, a rosary, a
pack of playing cards, a vinaigrette, and an
oxidized silver miniature clock.

Beside the

table, in‘a chair luxuriously comfortable,

sat

the queen of the boudoir, Mrs. Rencliﬁ‘e, With

in hand and printed reception-cards

pen

before her.

When Cecelia entered
suspended.

pen

Lehrer!
said,

she

“Ah,

Welcome
with

she looked

the

to your

easy,

up, with
young

new
new

pleasant

home,”

cordiality.

She held out her hand and made as

if

she

were going to rise, but as Cecelia saw her
whole, person shrink from this violence
3

to

'
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her acquired propensity of non-activity, she
stepped forward quickly to prevent

the ne

cessity

But what this modern
lacked

of

gesture.

tongue

and

“I

promptness.

pose, acknowledge

you discover

and

must,

I

sup

to you immediately,
pass

lest

judgment upon it,

the extenuation of self-confession,

my crowning sin—laziness.

it

of

lavishness

“ Ah, thanks," she said, in response

to Cecelia’s

without

Epicurus

she made up in

in bodily agility,

nimbleness

female

-to such

an extreme

You see,

I carry

that, contrary

to

Mahomet’s experience with the mountain,

I

bring the world to me instead of going to

it.”
_

She ﬁnished her remark with a grace

ful wave of both hands, that comprehended
in turn the telephone in the wall at her side,
the mouth-tube beneath, which conveyed her
orders to the lower regions of domesticity,
the adjustable mirror which reﬂected from
the window back of her the passers-by, the
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opera-glass at hand to magnify this reﬂec
tion, and the papers strewn around, includ

ing the weekly social

organ,

the

daily

political, and the German socialistic, before
referred to.

“ Be seated,” with another

wave towards the chair, which the servant
before going had wheeled up,

“and tell

me how you feel after your journey.

and disgusted,
met you,

I

I

don’t doubt.

Tired

Herr Leitz

suppose, according to our agree

ment, and spared you,

I hope,

all annoyances

usually attending one’s arrival into a strange
place.

I

thought, too, a friend’s welcome

would be more acceptable than a stranger’s.

Ah!

that young man!

I

cannot help but

admire him, although he is so wrong-idead.
He is so earnest, so enthusiastic, so intense

A

most terrible

La Salleist you know.

I

!

do

so love to hear him plead his favorite cause,
he is so eloquent, especially in his own lan
guage,

and then to watch the ﬁre and en

thusiasm of his countenance when he is on

.
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I

Ah me!

the war-path.

shudder when

think of what he would do with such as

I
I

had he the power," and she leaned back and
laughed, a low, pleasant, rippling laugh, that
bespoke inward amusement

and thorough

self-content.
Cecelia,

too,

leaned

back in

chair

her

and gazed with a speculatory interest upon
this,

to her, new phase of life.

hardt Leitz
Rencliﬂ'e,

amused

Mrs.

and

Rencliﬂ'e

If

interested

Ger
I

Mrs.

in turn amused

and interested Cecelia Honerick.

And

as she

sat and listened, with but half a mind, to her
companion’s loquacious ramblings, made up

of blended self-commentaries,

both deprecia

tive and boastful, and observations on others,
.both critical and laudatory—of blended con
ventionalities and naivetes—she allowed the
other half of her mind to wander forth into
'

abstractions and speculations regarding this

life of idle, luxurious, self-indulged, self
contented inaneness.

Just as

Cecelia’s specu
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lations had led her to a judgment of partly
good-natured contempt, partly philosophical
approval, the unbalanced

tete-a-tete was in

terrupted by the ushering in of a fashionable

caller.

Whereupon Cecelia was handed over

to the

care of a servant, and Mrs. Rencliﬁ'e’s

attention was transferred from her to this_
other portion of that world, which, as she
said, was unlike Mahomet’s mountain and
generously came to her.
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CHAPTER V.
RECORDS A CONVERSATION
PERSONATOR

IN WHICH THE [M

OF A PASSION HOLDS FORTH.

THE ﬁrst evening of Cecelia’s stay in her
new abode Mrs. Rencliffe sent word to her to
come down in the parlors,

if not

too tired, and

make the acquaintance of a few of her friends
who would be there to spend an informal
evening.

“A little

whist, a little music, a little talk,

a little refreshment,

and that kind of thing,

you know,” her message ended with.

_

The talk consisted of fragments and tid
bits of gossip and nonsense, alternated with

light draughts of ﬂattery and repartee, with
now and then a solid slice of common-sense
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and good-sized bumper of philosophy thrown

in to vary. the general lightness and unsub
stantialness of the intellectual refection.

It

was still early in the evening, and so few

were as yet present that some of the stray

tid-bits and fragments referred to, inciden
tally

came to Cecelia.

against

the crumpled

She

was leaning

folds

of a portiere

pushed against the corner wall to admit of
the merging into one the spaces of the win
dow-recess and the parlor, while the partici
pants

of the

conversation—three or four

society girls—were in the window-recess.
Cecelia’s

face,

on this ﬁrst evening

of,

On
her

introduction into a new era, there was an
expression

half-listless, half-expectant, as of

one expecting to be amused, but not intensely
interested.

_

As Cecelia’s previous knowledge

of society had been principally opened to her
through the agency of .books, and the conse
quently-entailed mechanism

of fancy and

imagination, it is hardly to be expected that
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she

would recognize the vast importance

its happenings

so

of

thoroughly as does the

society born-and-bred

person to whom the

world revolves around the centripetal powers
of ball-room lights, and “the musical harmony

of the spheres” is but the reverberation of
dancing music. To whom the ﬂushes and
the losses, the ﬂashes and the allurements of
the gala hours of life are the real radiations

in comparison to which the contingent truths
of fact and philosophy

glinting scintillations.
indifference

are but momentary,
Then, too, this half

may be extenuated,

as

coming

from one whose habit of life was to give'
recognition to the many and varying crea
tions of an unrestrained

ideation-world

and

to regard as unreal, or at least valueless, the

limited, from-day-to-day,
external

world.

experiences of the

And again, 'a physiog

nomist’s close examination of Cecelia’s face

would produce the opinion

that although

there was that in the soft, luring lips and gen
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sensuous indeci

that betokened a possible yielding to

_

the realisms of passion’s power, there was also

in the curves and shades of feature and ex
pression that which would indicate a mocking
scornfulness of social frivolities.
But to

return to the conversation

(which. might
serve to point the fact that there are excep-

tions to every rule, inasmuch as the eaves
dropper—though an accidental one to be sure

in this instance—heard
self):
'

“ Girls,

cles here,

as

I

nothing ill of her

am the latest comer in the cir

I shall

expect to score the highest
.

and carry off the prize.”

“ Prize
Rencliffe.

?

what prize

?

Oh yes,

I see, Younod

Well, you are perfectly welcome

to make the

is concerned.

trial, as far as my competition

You can rest assured you will

be retarded by no

jealous cross-purposes on

my part.”

“ Oh, ho! that’s
your stand, is it

?

Come,

_
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Lucia, this looks

Be honest,—

suspicious.

have you tried and failed

?

”

“ Well, if ‘my stand ’—to use
quotation
marks—looks suspicious, then

so does the

For I think
stand ’_of all the others.
the sentiment of this crowd when
‘

I

I voice
aﬂirm

that falling in love with Younod Rencliﬁ'e
is as yet only a prospective event.”

General chorus of assent.

“Well!
curiosity.

You

this is queer.

rouse my

Have you some new Nineteenth

Century wonder to present in this Younod

A

Rencliﬁe?

little while ago you were all

rapturously detailing his beauty,

then his

intellect, then his wealth, and now you come
out ﬂatly

with

that to fall in love

and declare

him

is

an

impossibility.

Come,

unravel.”

“Did you

never

go into ecstasies over,

without falling in love
moonlight

night with

ncss, its unrealness,

with,

a beautiful

its cahn, its pale

its—”
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“O, dear—I’m becoming quite aﬁected.
You are arousing not only my curiosity but
my sentiment.”

“ Or did you never
rhapsodize over,

with—

out loving, a vein~traced statue with—let’s
see

what shall

_“With
eh

'4

I say,

visionless

with—”

girls,

eye and bloodless

lip—

How does that do i "

“Girls, what title shall

we confer upon

this new-fashioned ascetic who does not take
a pleasure

nor loving,

in feasting, nor merry-making,
‘

nor hating,

and who neither

marries nor is given in marriage ’ ?”
“ How would ‘ The Living Statue’ do ? ”
“ Too old—have

heard

l

that before—we

must have something entirely new.”
“ ‘ Dead among the living ’ for instance?”

“Or ‘ The Wandering
has strayed here

Spirit’——meaning he

from some other planet

which is inhabited by a different race from
ours.”
“ There! I have it,
girls, we‘ll call him ‘ The
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Coming Mad—meaning he is the precursor
of the new and coming race.”

“By

if

the by, Josie,

you have a super

ﬂuous amount of gush and sentiment

that

has to be worked off on some object of adora

tion or another, why not adopt for it that

Leitz

new fad of Mrs. Rencliﬂfe’s—Gerhardt

who writes such dar

—the young socialist

ing,

bravado

paper?”
General

Leitz 1”
splendid

quent!”

speeches

in the

socialistic
'

chorus: “ Yes—yes—Gerhardt

“S0 good-looking
physique

_l

1”

“Such

“ So
glowingly

”

“So stunningly earnest!”

a

elo

“I

fell in love with his bushy-light hair the ﬁrst

“ I always did admire a man who
“ Oh, his complexion——
goes clean-shaven.”

thing.”
I

isn’t it perfect

l”

“ Well—all right—I guess he’ll do.”

“But wait
all.”

a moment—you

haven’t heard

'

“What—‘the half has not

been

told’ I”
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Pshaw—if you heap any more perfection on
him

I shall begin

to believe he is a mythical

person.”

“ But this is the worse half.

They say he

carries around dynamite and nitro-glycerine

in his pocket and Imay take it in his head
any hour to do a little practicing on us,
preparatory to the grand and ﬁnal blow-up
of system and law.”

General laughter followed with chorus—
“ Horrible l” “ Yes, it wouldn’t be pleasant
to have, perhaps, one of your most tender
love-passages

unseemingly interrupted

by

the spontaneous combustion of one of his
pocket-bombs.”

'

“ Well,

on second thoughts,

I tender my resignation

then,

that direction.”

to all claims in

“ And again go a-begging

for the realization of your beau-ideal?

Too

bad.”

A

short time after the cessation of this

biographically-inclinedconversation

the lat

ter subject of it entered the parlors.

As
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Cecelia followed his entrance with her gaze
she again experienced that wave of compelled

attraction.
Since Gerhardt’s whole being was pervaded

with that intense capability for passion which
only compounded Cecelia’s nature by half, it
this element in her should
that
be dominated by that in him, since in all
was natural

forces the greater controls the

less

The

difference between the force which Gerhardt
personated and the force which was to draw
and inﬂuence the other half of Cecilia’s nat
ure was as great as was that between these

two very elements that were to gravitate to
such opposite suns.
Cecelia’s attention was soon diverted by the
entrance of a new-comer, Younod Rencliﬂ'e.
She looked at him with the interest of curi
osity, and admitted, as she looked, that You
nod Rencliffe possessed

the most wonderful

beauty she had ever beheld.

It was

not that

beauty which emanates from expression, for
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there was no play of sentient response on the
calm, clear-cut face.

'

His face was slightly heart-shaped, that is,
large in proportion through the forehead

;

the veins could be traced on either side of his
temple

;

his hair was dark and waved back

from his brow ; his eyes resembled more those
of the higher species of the carnivorous class
in their perfected shape and the spreading of
the pupil; the line where his lips met was

straight but the outer edges of their coloring
were curved delicately, giving the impression

that there was a slight smile on his face—
though there was none, for he never smiled
nor laughed.

The most beautiful and at the

same time curious features

of his physical

being were his eyes and his complexion.
eyes were

His

wide at the inner angles and, as

before suggested, the pupil seemed

to have

broken its limitations and spread over nearly
the whole of the sclerotic coat, as in a seal’s

or dog’s eye.
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There were two expressions which these
eyes

habitually assumed.

One was a very

ﬁxed and penetrating gaze, as though he were

concentrating his perceptive faculty with in
tense will-power.

The other was, too, a still

never-shifting gaze, but not one-of conscious
-

perception—as though the visionary rays con

tinued straight

on,

unintercepted

by the

material media through which they passed.

His complexion was clear and diﬂused with a
faint roseate hue, as if reﬂecting the radiance
of some unseen halo.

The effect was sim

ilar to that which would

be produced

by a

light partly penetrating some semi-transpar
He was very

ent porcelain or alabaster.

young-looking.

To Cecelia’s ﬁrst observa

tion he did not seem more than eighteen or

His ﬁgure—a little below

nineteen.

medium

this impression.

height—favored

Altogether,

the combined

the

'

features

of his

physical being seemed to present the perfect
ed type

of a highly-developed,

idealistic race
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rather than a sample of the reigning one
.

.I

.

.

Sometimes the very reclusiveness with

which persons or groups separate themselves
from the general assembly seems to serve as
an attracting agency to draw the interest of
the excluded ones.

At

least so it seemed in

Mrs. Rencliife and Gerhardt

this instance.

Leitz had partly withdrawn themselves from
the rest to enjoy the side pleasure of discus
sion.

But their retirement was

covered, and

a_

soon dis

little circle of interested

ones

politely intruded themselves to witness the
combative zeal with which the discussion was

being carried on.
somewhat

This zeal was, to be sure,

one-sided, but this seemed to an

swer the satisfaction of the conservative side

understand his claims and desires.

I

I

‘-‘

quite as well as if it had been equal.
don’t exactly
Mrs. Rencliffe was saying,
know

retaliiation,

et cetera.

But—he

is

tion of a much imposed-on being—pantin

g

the working-man assumes the general posi

for

his own
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master—he has the rights of ownership—the
rights \of compensation for labor—the rights
of protection by the law—the rights of pub

lic education.

Doesn’t he?

Now, on what

grounds of philosophy does he base his griev
ances ?”

“ Let us begin with the ﬁrst part of your
query—‘ what are his claims and desires

Z

’

The answer to this will undoubtedly bring in
a reply to your summary of his hypothetical

rights.-

His desire is for

a social

revolution.

His claim for this ambition is that all men
now,

is,

are equal.

The question, you naturally ask

what. can he expect to gain by this

impolitic turning upside-down of things, by
this rash destruction of the party to one side
of the commercial bargain—the bargain be
tween capital and labor—by the annihilation

of that system or

code

which preserves his

rights of the bargain, namely, that of passing
his life in day-servitude for the remunera
tion of bread enough for existence and roof
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If

this

of things Were to

be

the spasmodic, ﬂammatory outburst of mal
contents panting for the privilege of retali

ation and hoping to obtain it by the ﬂare of
an individual torch and the crack of a single
bomb it would indeed be impolitic, foolish
and, as suggested, futile.

But this is not
What it

what the revolution implies.
imply is a permanent
‘

does

position of things.

Unto him that hath shall

be

given,

but

from him that hath not shall be taken away.’
Interpret this parable correctly, and you have
one of the principles of this socialistic theory.

He who adds to the general store shall have
the privileges and advantages

of the con

dition, but he that brings nothing, by hold

ing in reserve that which he had, shall get
nothing.”

“But

I

thought you did believe in the

persuasive powers of gunpowder and dyna

mite 3”
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“I

certainly do.

But

I

believe in other

There is the force of education.

forces too.

And the explanation of this branch of the
argument touches upon some‘of the griev
ances which you wanted explained.
people possess

Some

theory that

the fallacious

education means merely the training of the
common-sense faculties sufﬁciently to enable
a man to distinguish between this and that
hand-indexed

But it is more

apparentness.

than this; it is the evocation of forces and
faculties which raise man above the animal
creation.

And its object

does not end

in their

development, but in the enjoyment of exer

cising them afterwards.

When is a man,

who has to spend the most of his hours in
labor and the remainder in required rest, not

only going to get the time for this subsequent
exercise of his mental powers,_ but even the

time to secure this education

?

When is he

even going to get the rudiments of it when

his condition in life is such as to require the
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of even his childhood

attention

for

the

maintenance of his existence?
‘‘

The theoretical cry is—Oh, yes, the masses

must be educated

!

and how does the practical

demonstration of this cry result?

Of the

thousands and thousands of children of poor
and laboring parents who enter school-life

a

year here, a year there, a very large proportion of them are never enrolled on the school
list again.

What becomes of them?
their parents,

help to support

them—if not, themselves—by
tories,

crying

their

wares

if

They

they have

entering fac
on the street,

collecting ra'gs, cigar-stumps and other street
debris, etc.

Here is a large part of the mass

whom the crv does not reach.

Their, again,

there are the sons of mechanics, who adopt a
trade.

The general age for a boy to begin

to learn a trade is sixteen.

What kind of

an education does he acquire previous to that

period?

Is it of such

scope as to open

a degree and

of such

all the avenues of his per

_
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ceptive nature, that he may live in the higher
enjoyments conferred by an appreciatiOn and

understanding of the arts, the sciences, and
the beauties of the natural

2

Is it such

as to

admit of a coping with tile social and political
problems that cross the life of the humblest

laborer as well as of the sotted sensualist of
high life

?

Is it such

as

to enable every

father’s son to unravel for himself the mys
teries of the law which binds him asa factor

in the great social product, the human race

Is it such
a

as to make

2'

him, in years of maturity,

strong, reliant self-leader, independent of

the necessity of legal constrictions and re

straints

which

should

form

strings of minors and idiots?
all this as it should

be

2’

I

the leading

Is it,

I repeat,

Or is it very often

only the foundationless—the insufﬁcient—
empty process of a nominal education which
enables 1aim to distinguish as to Whether the
name on the campaign-ticket is Smith or

J ones-which

last is what sometimes consti
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tutes the basis of the deceiving, wheedling
eXpression—’ the free. unbiased vote of the

working-man.’

This superﬁcial discrimina

tion is no beneﬁt, unless he can go further
and judge between the abstract

qualities—

the just and the unjust, the possible and the
impossible, the beneﬁcial

and the injurious,

which these names, as belonging to men who
are to stand for either of two distinct causes,
represent.

“ No, the education which is wanted

as a

force to push forward the vanguard of this
social progress is not what we have at pres
ent.

It

must push deeper, and raise higher,

and spread vvider; it must fathom, it must
elevate,

it must expand the human mind

preparatory to the great intellectual trial,
when before

the

tribunal of man’s judg

ment the plea for the equity of humanity

shall be defended by reason, when the ques
tion—continued subjection
—shall have a ﬁnal decision.

or insurrection
a

Man is a social
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He not only acquires and devel

being, too.
ops

through

with his

contact

and communication

fellow-beings, but

enjoys also.

When is the laborer to enjoy this communion
of sentiment and thought

”
_?

“ Then why don’t you wait and begin here,
at the foundation—the thorough and higher
education

of the masses—before

you rouse

prejudiced passion by inﬂammatory addresses
and incitation to rebellion? ”

“ The answer to that brings in another of
our forces;

How many million working

men exist to-day to whom never occurred the

possibility of living a higher life—La life be
yond serving, sleeping and eating

;

who have

never had the fact pointed out to them of

their natural co-inheritance,

with the rich

man, of everything created before man

;

who

have never realized the truth of the paradox

—were the work to .be more equally-distrib
uted, the proﬁts would be too ; who have
never grasped in their comprehension, simply

because they have never heard

57

the princi

tion, and

is

shall not proﬁt.
one

This

the force

Of

justice, that he who does not produce
is

ple of

it,
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of the most potential in the

aggregation of forces which shall ere long
reach its culmination.

As for

the philosophy

of our grievances, let me ask for the philoso
phy of the other side: the philosophy

that

requires men to toil, toil, toil the years of

their life away—to toil, toil, toil the gifts of
their genius away—that they may perhaps
have the ownership of a house to die in, that

their dead bodies may inherit their death
right to.the earth-elements of which their
Where

is

living bodies had no lawful proprietorship.
the philosophy of the system which

j

oyment the seal of monopoly

limits

the

otherwise

;

puts upon the free and natural sources of en

which selﬁshly

generous

supply

of

labor’s products; which secures to the few,
to the exclusion

of the many, the use and

advantage of nature’s gifts—land, air, water;
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which

forces

upon

the working-slave

the

inherited brand of ignorance and debility;
which holds him to servitude so continuously
as to

stunt his physical being and blunt his

mental powers!

For the philosophy which

says to the few—drink, revel, feast and idle

away your lives, and to the many—work, with
your tongues silent, or go forth to die with
hunger and rot in dirt.

Yes, we’ll wait a

little longer—we’ll wait till the oppressor is
lured by seeming slavishness into the ﬁnal act

of tyranny—and then, when from

a

million

throats will thunder the signal-word for the
onslaught,

when the time has come for the

use of our weapons, and the application of
science and the potency of self-felt injury

will over-balance the efﬁciency‘ of experience
on the other side—when the consciousness of

right will add strength to our might, then
we will practically demonstrate
”
our

philosophy of

grievances!

to you the

~
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CHAPTER VI.
RECORDS ANOTHER

CONVERSATION

I‘N

wnron

A THEORY Is TOUCHED UPDN.

DAY followed day in Cecelia’s new life.

At ﬁrst

the spell of Gerhardt’s mesmeric

potency enrapt her senses and engrossed her
reﬂections.

His earnestness—rather

vehe

mence—arrested and held her mental percep
tiOns

;

the strength and charm of his physical

perfection attracted the sensual comprehen
sion of her nature.

This strong fascination

was not exactly what sentimentalists
term love.

It

was not so much an aﬂYection

of the intellectual, psychical
nature as of the sensate,
sionate.

would

part of her

emotional and pas

And, while not so high

as this

ideal condition of sentimentality, was much
,stron ger.
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Of late, however, a new attraction, a new
interest, was forcing itself upon her percep

tion and commanding her attention.

This

new attraction and interest lay in Younod
Rencliffe.

But while the attraction in this

instance Was very strong, the repulsion was

While an occult power

almost

as

seemed

impelling her on to the divination of

great.

the mystery of his undeﬁned eccentricity, a
sentiment

of revulsion, equally occult and

equally strong, caused her to shrink from the
'

revelation.

He was still beautiful to her.

But she felt

that it was not the beauty that appealed to
the responsive,

sensuous‘emotions: so that

it'

while it could and did receive sensate recog
did not awaken sensuous admira
nition,
tion.

It

was

as

attained in the

though perfection were
molding

and

arranging

of a material stuff—human ﬂesh—~without
regard to sentiment or passion.
as

Such a face

might ﬂoat vaguely through one’s reverie;
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non-sentient,

sex

She acknowledged to her

less and soulless.

self that she was constantly studying his
actions, constantly striving to trace the mo
tive of this or that odd manifestation of his
inner-self,

constantly striving to interpret

his nature.

Sometimes she would assign his

eccentricity

to one cause, sometimes to an

other.

After listening to one of his conversa

as
tions, held with
some scientiﬁc or literary
sociate, in which she would get some glimpse

of the marvelous,

almost incredible, depth of

his intellectual ability

and

resources,

she

would say he was a devotee to lore

and~

science, and a

follower of some philosophical

But the

school or another.

judgment—that
strongest,
he

forced

itself

upon

her

spite of her resistance, was that

was a preternatural being.

she dreamt

feeling~—not

One night

that he came before her with his

beautiful, eﬁ'eminate
waking, wreathed

face, as

natural as

in that gentle, reverie
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like smile,

ever present—ever “meaningless

“I

know what hope
shine

and

do not

despair has no meaning

never hate,
darkness

love; sun

cannot

I

I

(or me;

is,

~and said, in calm, even tones,

do not exist

Would you know why?

I

Because

to

me.

have no

soul.”
These words

sent such

a

chill creeping

through her veins towards her heart that
she woke, shuddering, with her hand on her
throat.

She fancied he never noticed her.
by his coming

One day she was surprised

It was just

and sitting down by her.

after

dinner; there had

been

had been arguing

some political economic

questions
the

of the day,

revolutionary

espoused.

company

and

theories

and they

among others
that

Gerhardt

Everybody was now gone, includ

ing even Mrs. Rencliife, who had gone to
some evening entertainment.

“ And what do you think of this socialistic
problem 2” he asked her somewhat abruptly,
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but still as a sort of continuation of the
dinner-talk.
“ I 2” asked Cecelia surprised.

I

“ I—well—

agree with the socialists that our present

condition of aﬁairs is hardly right

;

but as to

their modus operandi of bringing about the
change,

I

have hardly studied

it from

a

scientiﬁc point of view sufﬁciently to pass

judgmentupon it.”

“You

agree with them enough, though, to

think that every individual should have his
equal share of labor

and equal share of

”
proﬁts, do you not i

“Sometimes it seems unfair, since money
—or capital, as it is called—is the Aladdin
lamp to every success attained, every condi
tion fulﬁlled, to every joy and to all content
ment, as it seems to be in this era, that there
is not some method of distributing the use of
this lamp more generously and generally.”

“ And supposing this were the case, and all
had the same opportunity for securing the
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same pleasure and the same proﬁt, do you

think they would care to avail themselves of

it?

Can there be, with the disparity of

human nature, a communistic measure for
possession, for enjoyment, for gratiﬁcation ?”

“ Oh,

I suppose that

is a question of edu

cation,” returned Cecelia half-liglitly, half

“If

earnestly.

this

J ohn-Stuart-Mill

sys

tem—the utopian perfection of brotherhood—
were in operation, all would have received
_

equally the effects of aesthetic and intellect
ual education, and so would have the same
desires for the gratiﬁcation of its developed,

high-toned cravings.”
This abrupt discussion of a subject
which she had thought considerably,
about which she had little technical
edge,

on

but

knowl

and had arrived at no deﬁnite judg

ment, was a triﬂe embarrassing to Cecelia.

But

as the

as a

philosophical blue-stocking was in the

minimum

desire

compared

to pose before Younod

with that of probing
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his character in their talk, she gave her re
plies with a careless indiﬂ'erence as to their
possibly reﬂected effect on her argumenta

tive ability or political knowledge.

He did

not seem to have listened to her last remark.

“ Well, let us take for an hypothesis the
perfect realization of this creed of Univer
sal Fraternity.

We would doubtless

be

state of Protection and Contentment.

in a

Pro

tection, because, according to the premise of
common possession, the interests of

‘

the one

’

would be identical with the interests of ‘the
all, ’—and the one therefore would not commit

injury against the all, since the injury would
reﬂect upon himself.

Contentment,

because,

again according to the premise, there would
be

perfect equality, no superiority of the few

over the many, or vice versa, and in this state
of perfect
bonum.

so to speak,

That

is,

masse,

equality they

would move

en

towards the summsz

there being no inequality

5

there could be no antagonism, hence the ready

'
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But what

realization of the highest good!

would—what could—this summmn bonum be
when it would have to be a state compre
‘
hending the all’

?

Why, the answer come.

readily enough from the other side—a state of
mediocrity.

Now, what we want to do is to

pause and inquire whether there is nothing

higher to strive for than this universal state
of mediocrity.
Of whom shall we inquire?

Again the answer

readily, of one’s

comes

inner self.”

As Younod
ﬁgure,

talked,

his whole

face and expression,

person,

indicated

the

There was not

most thorough passiveness.

the slightest manifestation of enthusiasm,

or even earnestness, by

heightened

raised voice or emphatic gesture.

color,

He seemed

now, as always, not to know the meaning of
haste, fervor, nervousness, or, on the con

trary, languor, indifference,

contempt.

He

sat leaning slightly forward, his fair hands
passively folded, the same interesting smile
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on his lips, that Cecelia knew had no signiﬁ
cance

“

in it.

It would

be there

when he lay

in his cofﬁn,” she reﬂected absent-mindedly.

.His large,

still eyes had wandered

from

her face, and the laxity of their gaze beto
kened vacany in their comprehension.

And

yet, spite of all this absence of the expression

of force, spite of this appearance of perfect
inertia, Cecelia was mesmerized.

in

Mesmerized

this way, she

mentally

shrank from hearing what he was going
on to say, as

if

she had a'prescience of what

it was, and of what effect it might sometime
have upon her

;

and yet she realized that she

was listening for what was coming, with the
eagerness and intensity of fascination.

“ Let us,” he continued, “ get beyond this

plane of mediocrity, bounded by the narrow

of equal proﬁt and pleasure.
There is a state of the ‘ highest good ’ that can

ing

circles

only be reached by philosophy and genius.
This state is not for the mass, it is only for
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him who stands alone primarily,

from his

You know what this

state

is,

innate strength, and the knowledge of it.
the

ever

unsatisﬁed longing of your mind has faintly,
suggested it, the disgust and contempt

for

it,

realisms in contrast to the intense craving

for idealisms suggest
inﬁnitesimally

but, above all, the

small spaces of time, when

your mind soared from its physical conﬁnes,
mind

inﬁnity

is

the

it

have told you what

is;

the state where

attained

supremacy,

the

measure

of its strength,

ubiquity the region of its abode.

Tell me,
'6”

had not the unsuccess of her whole

previous life been due to the indulgence of

this restless yearning for transcendentalism
which she had never quite realized
perfection,

with

even for the inﬁnitesimal space

of time he alluded to

i

'

!

have you not had glimpses of that state

Ah

and

has

“I

thought so,” he said, in reply to her

murmured assent.

“I

have been studying

I

’
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you,” she started with surprise, “and if my
judgment of your character be correct, you
are just the person to become the disciple of
my theory, my philosophy, my terrible but

grand philosophy.”
Cecelia did more than start this time, she
shuddered.

“ Ever since the world rose from barbarism

to civilization—aye, further back than that—
ever since man was one degree ahead of the
brute,

and realized

that he could

think,

people have been on the track of this theory,
‘

the superiority of mind over matter.’ Later,

within the bounds of civilization, enthusiasts,
martyrs, visionaries, philosophers of all ages,
have closely touched upon it.
on the track to-day.

Christian

spiritualists, Spencerians,
out to grasp it.

They are still
scientists,

all are reaching

But the proof, the sequel,

which is the living actuality of it, is mine.”

“What would

becoming a disciple to this

creed involve?” asked Cecelia.
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During Younod’s talk, the immobility of
his

feature'and expression had not varied, the
far-off gaze of his eyes had never shifted.

Now he made an almost

visible effort to

control his perceptive presence, and directed
the gaze of his eyes toward her.

When she

repeated her question, which he apparently
had

not heard, he replied-—
‘
What would it involve?

involve

years

annihilation

of devotion

Why, it would
to

study,

the

of every tie that binds us to the

world of sensateness and passion, the giving
up of every sensual gratiﬁcation.”
Cecelia thought, with a chill of horror and

revulsion at this theory, of her affection

for her family, her passion for her lover.
“ But on the other hand,” continued
Younod, still directing his eyes towards her,
‘

but allowing their gaze to pass on through
her, as

if

she

were

of what you gain.

transparent.

“ Think

Realized idealism—the

power of your soul to roam at will, amid
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to get beyond the insigniﬁcance

inﬁnitudes,

and unsatisfaction of temporal

life, to feel

that what was far beyond the comprehension
of

the

mind from the

of its

resistance

physical environment hitherto, is not only
to be grasped,

“If I have

but realized—lived out.
judged your character aright,

you will hesitate before you decide to refuse

this opportunity to enter a higher existence.
But

I must

say no more till you have com

mitted yourself to the sharing of this secret.”

And here the conversation ended as abruptly
as

it had

opened.

'Younod had judged her character aright.
She did hesitate.

A

struggle ensued.

A

struggle between the carnate and the spirit
ual of her nature.
Now she no longer watched and studied
Younod.

She studied and revolved within

herself this terrible, signiﬁcant suggestion
of his.

Her nature had always

less and troubled, between the

tossed, rest

two

;

but now
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it had come before her,

a

living issue, the

choice, the positive

adoption of the one to

the utter exclusion

and annihilation of the

other.

She gazed backward upon the dull,

homely monotony of her previous existence,
only ruﬂied by the surging undercurrents
of rebellion and of mutinous recoil from the
joylessness of her fate. The idle vagaries that
had ﬁlled her life, the unsatisfying dreams

with which she had fed her craving heart, the
futility of her higher hopes and ambitions
rose up before her like ghosts of the past, to
mock at her indecision.

She admitted to her

self she had never been happy in all the self
perturbed

course of her previous

life, nay,

more, she had never even been contented.

Then,

if she

the power

ﬁrmly believed that Younod had
to bring about

the attainment

which he had pointed out to her, which she
did believe, why did she hesitate?

Ah, the

innate voluptuousness, brought out now by
the

new passion

for her- lover, protested

strongly within her.
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CHAPTER VII.
IN WHICH RESPECT—

CONCERNS TWO BARGAINS

IVELY THE SERVICES

OF TWO

SPIES ARE

ENGAGED.

As previously mentioned, Mrs. Rencliffe
inclined to “hobbies.”

The ﬁrst

one——en

thusiasm for which she had never outgrown

—was the character of Younod Rencliﬁ'e, her
young son.

The last one—ardor over which

had not yet had time to abate—was

of Gerhardt

character

friend.

Leitz, her

the

young

On the one side she loved to dwell

on Younod’s wonderful

precocity,

traordinary acquirements,

his

his ex

astonishing

ability, his peculiar personal charm, his eccen
tric character and his individual-stamped con
duct.

On the other, she enjoyed listening to

Gerhardt’s

vehement,

eﬁ'usive

discourse,

watching the play of his earnest, quickly
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varying expression, and interpreting his yet
unread character and motives.

It

thus naturally happened that at this

particular epoch,

these two hobbies having

come into juxtaposition, she made a sort of
combine of them.

She did it this way.’

talked with Gerhardt about Younod.

She

Many

an evening, when wanton festivity in fantastic
and fascinating varieties ﬂashed its persona

tions back and forth across the long vistas of
the rich drawing-rooms

;

when lights burned

brilliantly and music. lured with voluptuous
witchery

these

;

two would sit apart, appar

ently mutually engrossed and entertained.

And Gerhardt?
proﬁtless

Was not this seemingly

indulgence

in frivolous festivity

and ﬁctitious friendship at variance with his
earnestness

and aim for practical utility!

The answer to this is that it was not proﬁt
less.

These panorama-like views of a world

,in strong

antithesis

to the

ideal

pictured by him in his character

one as

of dema-

.
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gogue afforded thought-material for many of
his social reformatory articles.

And his talks

with the eﬁ'usive Mrs. Rencliffe contained,
too, many a hint and suggestion for subject

matter for his writings and speeches.

So for

passport he yielded audience to his theme
rapt hostess, and supplemented his proﬁts of
the bargain by absorbing within his grasp

ing
-

comprehension

stimulant

for

future

intellectual action.

A certain

supplement to her advantages of

the bargain Mrs. Rencliﬂt'e would fain have
added, but that her opponent would not ad
In the easy conﬁdence
mit its annexation.

which their mutual exchange had brought
about, she had again and again insinuated—
gone further and spoken—a desire that Ger

hardt would attempt to fathom the hidden
causes of Younod’s

eccentricity.

That he

would, by watching and studying his actions,
trace to their fountain-head the controlling
motives of his seemingly erratic conduct.

~
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“Of

course he was always peculiar,” she

would say, half-plaintively, half-boastfully,
but with explanatory motive withal

I have

;

“ but

noticed of late years an increase, or a

deviation,

I don’t

know which, in his eccen

He seems even more removed from—
exalted, one might say—out of the surround
tricity.

ing world than he formerly was.

He applies

himself as assiduously as ever to his studies
—even more, one might say,

if an

increase to

his former extreme measure could be imag
ined possible.

But

as

I Watch

him

I see the

pursuit is not of value or enjoyment per
He evidently studies for a purpose.
plication,

I might

if

His ap

use an expression

is not expressive of my meaning,

30.

that

but will

I

to be forced.

mean, that

with self-deprecatory

is,

have to serve, his application might be said

you know,”

shrug at her inability

studied with

a

meaning,

“

it

to express this nice and delicate
seems

as

though

shade of
he

even

sort of calm, lofty disdain—
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much, you know, in the way a Sullivan might

down his trainer whom he is prac

knock

ticing on.”
attention

always

interest in

and

conﬁdences

;

manifested

respectful

these

but when it came

to.

Gerhardt

reposed
the point

of engaging himself in such secret quest he
drew back.

“He would play

the spy on no

man.”
“ It is- not so much his queerness of char

I

acter, to which

am rather used, but his

queerness of conduct

fact

Mrs. Rencliﬂ'e.

I

ceeds

that Worries me,” pm

“ Now

of late, in

may say ever since we have 'lived

in this house, YOunod has taken spells of ab
senting himself from the family, for long
of time.

of where he

is

He gives no explanation
going, or why he goes, or

how long he will stay away.

his things, locks his rooms, says

good-bye, and that

is

he packs

But suddenly

the end of him until

he

periods

“i

returns in the same unwarned way in which

78
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he went.

If such

things were not gone with

the days in which they ﬂourished,

one might

imagine he was on the track of some unknown

El

Dorado, in search of some modern Golden

Fleece.

‘

If I had

whose reserve

I

a conﬁdential friend, one
could perfectly trust, who

would undertake to solve the mystery of
these absences, who would trace their causes
and destinations,

I

we would in this solution,

think, discover the origin of his conduct and

the nature

of his purposes.”

Considering his former obduracy on this
point, imagine Mrs. Rencliﬁe’s surprise one
day, when, after evincing unusual attention
and interest, Gerhardt proposed to undertake
the task hinted at by her.

With profuseness

of thanks .and suggestions,
adroitly and
delicately expressed, of future acknowl~
edgment

of his kindness, she eagerly ac

cepted this proffered assistance.

‘

I

'The outcome of the talk that followed
was

to

the

eifect

that the

next

time
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Younod left on one of his secret expeditions,
_

Gerhardt should be immediately apprised of
the fact,

and

previously

be

to

prepared

follow him up to its termination, and to
'
ferret out its attendant issues.
Now, to interpret this sudden and seem

ineg whimsical deviation of intent

and

mind on Gerhardt’s part, let us take a sub
rosa view of the motive that prompted it.

Just previous to this

wish, he had received a curious

Rencliffe’s

letter

acquiescence in Mrs.

from

an

unknown

This is an extract from it

“I write

although

correspondent.

:

this letter of warning because,

I am

not an active member of any

I am

a

brother of yours

in sympathy and sentiment.

My, hopes are

of'your fraternities,
your hopes.

read your articles in
the wage-slave
and

——

My hates are your hates.

paper about

and his tyrannical master,

my heart echoes, Bravo!

sealed now.

I

My lips are

But when the clash comes that
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follows every epoch of slavery and oppres
sion, my voice will be among the loudest to

ring the cry, Viva la Commune!

Do not

dumb and obscure workers.
these
Their results
Their work is not the smallest.
scorn

Their life of

not the least, as some suppose.

silent hope!

hope! hope!

with an unseen

second,

is accompanied

work

work

!

!

work

!

Our pockets are not ﬁlled with ammunition,
but our hearts are ﬁlled with rebellion, and
sometimes the one is as potent as the other.

Our forces are not to

with the

be seen

eye

nor heard with the ear, but they are ones
that are felt by the heart and perceived by
G0 on with your work and go

the mind.

In

on with your purposes.

the daylight

convert clay into gold, that our enemy may

trafﬁc with it.
weaving

round

For in this traffic, they are
their

commercial

body a

web whose strength is proportioned to its

invisibility.

The ﬁbres

twine around

and

of this web will

around,

till

some day
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will

be

self-bound
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in bafﬂing impo

tency.

“In

I

the darkness prepare your weapons.

But in your steadfastness do not forget to

be

‘

wary.

“ Our

spies are on every hand.

is legion.

WVe

Their name

know them not.

Comple

ment application with circumspection,

skill

with cunning, sincerity of purpose with art
fulness of execution.”

The writer then reported in detail a con
versation

overheard

between

a detective

ofﬁcial and one, Younod Rencliﬂ'e by name.

In summary, this
following

facts

:

report, elicited the

That the business of the

oﬁicial was to keep surveillance over certain
places in the city, where socialists

of liberal

and tendencies congregated

to debate

views

and plan and also to shadow certain ones of
these who were looked upon as violent and
6
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dangerous agitators and conspirators.

That

this Rencliffe happened to have the entree
of one of the favorite resorts of this class of

That the latter had offered to aid

people.

the law by reporting to its representative,
ofﬁcial,

any minutizs

he might

incidental attendance
niﬁcant

That

relation

he

to

the

in

subject

if

oifered

any evidence of a-condemnatory
one

in his

there, which bore a sig

further

had

glean

the

hand.

he obtained

nature against

Gerhardt Leitz, a member of this class,

whom the athorities had had under suspicion,
but against whom no positive accusation could
be

brought, owing

note and report
certain

means

to lack

of evidence,

to

it also; stating that he had
for obtaining

evidence

which

would establish the positiveness of either the
the

guilt of Gerhardt Leitz, or

innocence

or

any other

attendant

of

this particular place.

The singular epistle ended thus:—
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you read this letter, do not let the

passiveness of forced incredulity

activity of natural alarm.
the danger pointed

baﬁle the

Do not ignore

in these lines, because

I

the writer’s name is a ﬁctitious one.

dare

not sign my own name to the signiﬁcant
facts which
as

I

I communicate,

am, discovery

because, situated

of my sympathies and

the act of sending this would imply for me
immediate dismissal.

'

But my singleness oi

purpose must be demonstrated to you by the

fact of my writing this at all.
me to repeat before closing,

this knowledge, which

And, allow
that

I obtained

I

in an acci

dental way, because my sentiments
harmony with your aspirations.”

report
are in
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CHAPTER VIII.
RELATES THE EXPERIENCE OF THE FIRST SPY
AND RESULTS

THEREFROM

AS REPORTED AT

HEADQUARTERS.

“YOUNOD left at 4.20 this afternoon

;

said

he would be gone for an indeﬁnite length of
I

Took with him small valise which be

time.

packed himself.

I

had a boy follow him.

According to boy he stopped only at two
.

places

:

a

small bake-shop on

— Street—

sign read Tuebbeseiner or something similar
to that——and a sort of saloon or German
reading-room,

which the boy says is called

Crook’s Nook,—it is on High Street.

At

the

last place, stupid imp of boy either lost trace
of him or got tired waiting for him to come
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Boy returned to me at six, with these

facts.

“ In haste,
“ MRS.

It

R—.”

was shortly after working-hours

had

closed that Gerhardt received this message

written in hasty German.
devotion

He was, with the

of a true mechanic,

after-tinkering

doing some

in the back part of his shop

when it reached him.

On the instant after

its perusal he donned his out-door gear, blew
out the candle and started out on his expedi
tion.

His ﬁrst destination was the Crook’s

Nook referred to in the note.
was an unimportant

High Street

side street, the strag

gling habitations which lined it being occu
pied by the poorer foreign classes.

Nook
saloon.

was

formerly

a common,

Crook‘s
ordinary

But, under the present proprietor—

an intelligent, educated

German—while

its

ostensible business was the retailing of spirits
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and other material of a refective nature, the

ulterior and sub rosa purpose of its existence
was as headquarters

and rallying point for

the more educated, radical agitators of the
day.

It

was one of those places where the

sinews of anarchy and socialism are recuper
ated and stimulated, and where

their off

spring, rebellion and agitation, are conceived
Where their grievances
tailed and condoled;

and rebuffs

;

are de

where their triumphs

and prospects are recounted and conjectured,
and their future schemes and lines of action
are projected.

Such was Crook’s Nook at

the time Gerhardt wended his way to it.
It was not so much under the suspicion
and surveillance

of the legal authorities at

this time as it became very shortly after.

With the secret purposes and workings of
this place Gerhardt was as familiar as the
proprietor himself.

With

the latter he was

on a footing of fraternity based not only on

mutual views and inclinations, but also on
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He entered and- found

genuine friendship.

the saloon crowded, as it usually was at this
hour, with men just returned from work.

A

No women were present.

few hours later

the place would present a curious, interesting
spectacle to the student of sociology.

Men and women—of language, nationality,
occupation and nature distinct—in the one

of fraternity

sentiment
merged,

and

communism,

mingled together -in conviviality,

colloquial intercourse and scheming in all its
developing, ma

various stages—conceiving,

turing and perfecting.
Gerhardt indicated

to_

desire for a moment’s

the proprietor his

private talk.

latter led the way to what the
of

the

or

“ castle.”

called

place

It

the

was so

The

habitues

“strong-room
called

”

from its

fortiﬁed condition, and was simply a por
tion of the general. room walled off by a
strong partition
well-barred

door.

and entered by a narrow,

Owing to the purposes
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which this room serv ed—privacy and seclusion

—it was seldom occupied by any but the initi
‘

ated, but general admittance to it was not pro
hibited.

A

moment’s occupation of it would

indicate how well it served these purposes.
The partition was of such a nature as to
of exterior noises

preclude the penetration
and conﬁne

interior ones.

strong and unyielding.

Its walls were

But one Window let

in a glimpse of the outer world, and that was
a

small square one far up next to the ceiling,

and covered with iron bars.

The room’s only

means of egress or entrance was the narrow
door in the partition.

particular—that

This fact was in one

of entrance—agreeable

to

the persons which the characteristics, privacy
and seclusion, before referred to, subserved.

In

that of egress it was not so convenient.

Gerhardt had often pointed out. to the pro
prietor its deﬁciency in this particular—in
the event, for instance, of a besiegement from
the enemy—and

made suggestions

as to

its
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on these suggestions.

as yet
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not acted

Waiving his friend’s

invitation to be seated, Gerhardt immediately

‘

plunged into his business.
“ That
young American, Younod Reneliﬁ'e,
who frequently comes here, has he been here

today 3” he asked in German.
“ Yes, he came in just as I was going to
supper

;

called for a glass of something—took

went and sat in here.”

a paper and

“ When did he go away

“I

”

asked Gerhardt.

couldn’t say just when.

Jack took my

place when

I went

?

to supper, and when

I got

back he was gone.”

“ Is Jack out there now i ” asked Gerhardt,
and was about to step out and call him when
the proprietor stopped him by saying :

“No, he has gone to supper.”
Gerhardt would not take the time to wait
for him.

“ Did you

I

notice anything peculiar about
the manner of this Rencliffe 3 ”
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“No, he acted just

as he

generally does.

He was reticent and absent-minded as usual.
He most always sits in here when he comes,
says he prefers the seclusion and the quiet.”

“What did he have with him
“ A small valise.”

2”

These being apparently all the facts to be

in

gleaned

Gerhardt

this quarter for
thanked

his friend,

promise for future explanation
examination,

the present,
and with

a

of the cross

hastily left.

He next went to the bake-shop.

It

was an

insigniﬁcant affair common in side streets,

with

a

counter of cigars on one side and one

of bake-stuff and confections on the other.

lit

and then,

He

watching the girl’s face

carefully as she replied to his questions, he

“ Did

_

a

asked

:

young American with a valise come

in here about an hour or so ago ”
?

-

it,

Gerhardt went in and bought a cigar.

The girl, having been struck at the time

~
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with Younod’s peculiar beauty, immediately
recalled him.

“A
ion

?

boy with curly hair and nice complex

”

She was not the only person who at ﬁrst

sight had mistaken Younod with his fair,
smooth face for a “ boy.” Gerhardt assented.

“Yes,

he came

in to get

and then she grinned.

of a handsome,

a

loaf of bread,”

The ludicrous irony
well-dressed

white-handed,

young man purchasing a loaf of brown bread
penetrated

even

her

Teutonic

stolidness.

This purchase of a thing apparently so un
necessary puzzled Gerhardt.

“Did

he do nothing else

i”

he asked, con

jecturing within himself.

“ Yes, he put the loaf in his valise,” said
the girl grinning wider, for the remembrance

of this still more inappropriate act increased
the ludicrousness to her.

I

Gerhardt now sought the Rencliffe house.
He walked rapidly along With his head bent

92
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forward, pondering to himself the evidence
he had elicited so far, and the course of action
he should pursue, or whether it was right or

worth the time to pursue any at all in the
matter.

His suspicion inclined him to

as

sociate Younod’s strange absences with his
new role of detective in relation to himself
and his fraternity.

But neither evidence nor

reasoning could substantiate this association.

His appearance

of indifference

and

non

observation, remarked by the proprietor of
Crook’s Nook might of course be assumed as a

“ blind.”

But again, why should

he,

if desir

ing to spy, retire in solitude where he would
hear and see nothing i

If he did not leave the

city at all, as Gerhardt strongly suspected,
what was his object in going away for indeﬁ
nite periods, from his home

?

He could easily

play the detective and remain at home too.

His thoughts revolved like

a kaleidoscope

presenting ﬁrst one phase of the situation,
which appeared only to dissolve into another.
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As he neared the Reneliffe residence, which
was on the corner, he raised his eyes invol

untarily to a window in the side and rear
of the house.

This

was

the .window

to

Younod’s study, and he was somewhat sur
prised

just now to perceive

a dim light

shining from the half-closed slats Of the in
side blinds.

Of course this light might

be

easily accounted for in many different ways,
and hence, on reﬂection, was not avery start

But

ling discovery after all.

made a mental note of it.
was

he nevertheless

Mrs. Renclilfe

impatiently waiting for him _in her

boudoir, whither the servant conducted him.
She gave in detail the few facts she had
abbreviated

When

in her note.

ﬁnished Gerhardt said

:

“You say

she

had

he carried

off with him a small brown valise, do you

know what he took in it t”

“I

don‘t know, but

I

supposed it was a

change of clothes.”

“ YOu

say it was before dark when he left

?

”
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“I noticed

the exact time of his leaving,

Of course you know at that time it

4.25.

'

isn’t dark.”

“ Have yOu
“

I could

in his room since ? ”

been

'

hardly do that, since he always

locks his room

and

takes

the

key with

him.”
Gerhardt stopped to consider.

He had not

needed a light when he left, the room had
been locked since his departure.

.

Now how

was the light which he could swear he had
perceived through the half-closed
be accounted

blinds, to

In only two ways—an

for?

swered Gerhardt’s thoughts.

“Excuse

me, madam,

but you see

I

am

getting very much in earnest over my detec
itive work, and in the pursuance of it will
have to ask some questions
rude to you.

Have

Mrs. Rencliﬁfe

I your

that will seem

permission?”

assented with

a gesture

which was quite airy, for she was becoming
amused with Gerhardt’s assumption of detec
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“So earnest and

real, like everything else he turned his mind
to,” she inwardly commented.

“'Ahem—are your servants lmnest ones

2

”

Mrs. Rencliffe leaned back and laughed.

“A

regular orthodox, detective

she said.

“A

question,”

genuine chestnut, you know.

Of course they always ask that—at least
they do in all the story-books

Collins stripe, and

I suppose

Well, well, although

life.

I

of the Wilkie
they’re true to
don’t

see the

slightest connection between Younod’s disap

Cuﬁ.’

shall have to answer

The only house-servants

I

sup

‘Sergeant

I

I

pose

it,

pearances and my servants’ honesty,

have are

Rachel, the cook, who has been in my employ

John, the butler, and Nettie, the

chamber-maid.
the

afternoon;

The

latter has been out all

and for the honesty of both

John and Rachel

I'

ten years,

would vouch on this,” tak

ing up an ivory cross lying on the table and
danglingits chain through herlong white ﬁngers.
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“ Well, then, madam, since
you answer
for your servants’ honesty, and thus destroy
my ﬁrst supposition,

I

to fall

am bound

back upon my second one, which brings us
face to face with the conclusion

that my

services as your private detective are at an
end.”

“ Why, what

do

you mean

?

”

gasped Mrs.

'Rencliﬁ'e in surprise and consternation.

She

did not understand his enigmatical remarks,
and supposed she had offended him by an

manifestation of amusement.

unacceptable

But Gerhardt soon explained.

“I mean,

madam, that you desired me to

trace your son since his departure from the
house to his present whereabouts.

I

have

done this, and so am no longer needed.”

“ Done this

!

VVell, then, where is he

2

”

“He is in his room.”
“ In his room I ” exclaimed Mrs. Rencliffe
with astonishment
possible

!

and incredulity.

“Im

Why, my dear friend, do you sup
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my door without
haven’t left my room

my knowing

for

I

it,

pose he could have passed
'

my door to reach his room.

I

since he‘left, and he would have had to pass
have sat here

steadily watching the front of the house, ﬁrst

I

for the return of the boy, whom
follow him, and since for you.

with my view,” with
window,

“I

a

So you see,

wave towards the

could not possibly have missed

seeing any one approach
less enter

sent to

the house, much

it.”

Again Gerhardt was nonplussed and again
“ Will you give me liberty to
he pondered.
examine his room ?” he asked, looking up

after he had stood silently for some little
Certainly,

with

I

‘_‘

time with his head bent.

a

grant you liberty.

But,”

shrug of her shoulders and outward

wave of her hands, “ my power of permission
does not overcome the power

bars.

him.”
7

'

of bolts and

You forget Younod took the key with
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“_Well, I’ll answer for the overcoming of
the last power,” said Gerhardt, displaying a
'

bunch of skeleton keys.

,

After receiving directions how to reach
the room he left her on his search.

He found the door, and by the aid of one of
his keys it was promptly opened, and Gerhardt
of Younod’s room.

stood on the threshold

His rapid, eager glance instantly proved
that he had
thing.

A

not

been

light—dim

mistaken

and

in one

uncertain, but

stilla light—was burning on the table.

And

what made it more curious, this light ema
nated from a lantern, somewhat rusty and
dilapidated,

and out of all keeping with the

of the room.

general character
plussed

amateur

peered around.
pancy.

detective

The non

advanced

and

Not a sign of human occu

He took the lantern and with the

aid of its light, examined the place.

In

the

the clothes-room, the recess containing the bed and all around he looked, but

bath-room,

\

I
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give

as he was about to

up the search, with the decision that his sur
mise had been not only an untrue, but a foolish
and rash one, he made a curious and rather

startling discovery.
a small brown

In

a

wardrobe he found

which

val-ise

appeared

have been hastily thrown in.
clasped, and inside were crumbs
bread rolling round.
the one which

It

to

was un

of brown

This valise must be

Younod

had carried away

with him, when he pretended to start on his
journey, for it answered in every particular
to Mrs. Rencliife’s description of that.
besides,

And,

there were the crumbs of the loaf of

brown bread which the girl had said he put
in his valise.
This fact, then, proved, beyond a living,r
doubt that Younod had been in the room since
he had ostensibly left it that afternoon, to be

But if such were the

how was his entrance to

it,

gone some time.

case,

unobserved

by

Mrs. Rencliﬂ'e, to be explained and, what was
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more mysterious and important, how was
his present absence to be accounted for?

There was only one other object

in the

room, beside the lantern and valise, to which
It was
Gerhardt attached any importance.
a scrap

of paper, ﬁlledwith writing, left out

on the escritoire.

After

a moment’s hesita'

tion he took possession of the scrap.

Then,

having readjusted all that he had displaced
in his search, returned the valise to its hid
ing-place and blown, out the light of the
incongruous lantern, he left the room, taking
care to lock the door behind him.

Of course the sole motive that guided Ger
hardt in this process of tracking Younod was,
not the surface one of doing a favor for Mrs.
Rencliﬁ'e, as she innocently supposed, but the

ulterior one of beholding through Younod’s
actions, how far his own were tracked and
discovered.

Since he thought that discovery

of Younod’s present whereabouts

and his

present proceedings would but reﬂect an ex

viz—m“ '1‘.
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posure of his own secret workings, he deemed

it best to reserve to himself all minor pre
liminary clues which might lead to the total
So when he returned to Mrs.

exposition.

Rencliﬁ'e he told her nothing of the ﬁnding

of the valise and lantern, but said his surmise
concerning Younod’s being in his room was a
mistake.

But he also said that he did not

yet give up the search and would think- about

it to-morrow at his work and tell her what
decision he would havepome to by that time
as to

future proceedings in the affair.

That

night he read in his room, by the aid of his
candle, the writing that he had found in

Younod’s apartment.

It

ran

thus,

with

neither heading, beginning, end, nor date :
“To seek to unravel that which is sur
rounded by the obscurities
is my effort.

of cabalisticism

To trace a mystery secured by

the profoundness of its workings

;

a

mystery

sunk in the terrors of darkness and perhaps
of death.

In awful

darkness,

in somber

4
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silence—in

unaided

I

solitariness,

pursue

my search.

“ But charged with invincible courage and
infallible perseverance all obstacles are sur
mountable—all objects attainable.
“ Though my search and work lie in a nar
row and dark passage, the thought of Discov
ery illumines

it.

Though this passage be

sullied with earth impurities and rankness,
yet success lies at the end of it.

Though my

work and search involve terrible strain and
endurance, the hope of Reward abates them.

But a little more search—a little more strain
—a little more endurance and the discovery
is mine.

means

Discovery means Success—Success
Reward—Reward,

means

Power.

Then for the annihilation of all that trans
gress Law, that dissipate Harmony and

dif

fuse Anarchy.

“Triumph is soon attained.

And behind

Triumph looms, gigantic in proportion and
indeﬁnite in scope, Power.

Power to create
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I

might

trammel in chains of iron strength

and

strangle into passiveness the slavish, hinder
ing, clamorous

elementthat obtrudes upon
elevated Ambition.
“ Oh, to
trample, with the strength of de
ﬁance and contempt, upon its degraded pur

suits; to have no share in its petty, insigniﬁ
cant ainbitions

its demands

;

;

to utterly ignore and spurn

to destroy its privileges—nay,

its very existence I”

As Gerhardt perused these lines by the
light of his single candle, in his humbly-fur
nished room, amidst far-off street-sounds

of

brawling and carousing, the blood crept with
slow,

steady,

sure

and subtle march—on,

on through his veins to his heart,——on, on
'

through his veins to his head.

And there,

like a spark that steals from ﬁber to ﬁber, a
thread of ﬁre waiting

till it

reaches some,

combustible substance to break into a ﬂame,

it culminated in terrible strength and heat.
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“So you would destroy us—enchain and

enslave us, would you?

You would trample

upon our privileges and spit upon our ambi
tions, would you?

Know, ﬁne gentleman,

with your aristocratic tastes and elevated
ambitions—that the day may come when our
ambitions,
be

perfected and attained,

will

not

petty and insigniﬁcant in their effect upon

you.

You would deprive us not only of the
occasional

scanty,

pleasures which gratify

our senses without satiating them, as your
concentrated luxuries do, but you would ab

.sorb away from us into your own heart—
narrowed and degraded itself by selﬁshness
~—all

the pleasures of wisdom and knowledge

getting

!

Our pursuits—the results of which

satisfy your demands for comfort and pleas
ure—the results of which satisfy your very
demands for existence—they
are they?

You would track

the mysteries

are degraded,
and spy upon

and cabala of our fraternity

!

that you might expose and subjugate and
o
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commit the special.

words of this writing to memory, just as

I

have for years kept in mind its general senti
ment, so that when opportunity comes and
'

whispers

‘

strike

and vengeance

complement ‘strike
brance

adds its

to destroy !’the remem

of them will nerve my arm with

strength, my heart with courage

and my

head with ﬁre !”
-X-

*

*

*

*

The next evening, after working hours,
which means in winter after dark, Gerhardt
called on Mrs. Rencliﬂe for the primary purpose

of inquiring whether Younod

had -re

turned or whether Mrs. Rencliﬂ'Te had heard
anything from him.

“ no ” to both queries and supple
“
mented the latter no” with the remark that
She said

she had never

received any news from him

in these absences and so did not expect any
this time.

_

Then the ulterior purpose of Gerhardt’s

.
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call came out.

Was there not some apart

in connection

.with Younod‘s

rooms,

entrance to which was not apparent

to the

_ment

casual

observer.

The existence of such a

room was suggested to him by the otherwise
I

unexplainable presence of the lantern and
valise, and also by the obscure suggestions of

that paper.

Mrs. Rencliﬁ'e, with somewhat

of surprise at Gerhardt’s divination of this
fact, generally unknown, admitted that there
was.

It came about

this way, she explained:

when the outline of the house was being pro
jected Younod had requested the privilege

of having builta “ blind ” room adjoining his
own, which should be kept from the general

knowledge of others.

The object of the room

was to serve as a laboratory and study, in
which he could pursue his studies and experi
ments in science undisturbed.
explained

She further

that she had never been in this

room, but had satisﬁed what little curiosity
she might have concerning

it by

a cursory
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for the reason

that Younod had always disliked to have
one enter

any

it for fear of attendant dis

arrangement of his scientiﬁc apparatuses

and

his papers.

“‘ I have kept the knowledge of this
room'
in
a secret through acquiescence
Younod’s
Wishes, but—” and here she hesitated, reﬂect

ing

a

few moments, “of course

I had

always

done so under the impression that he desired

uninterrupted silence and solitude in the pur
suit of his studies and researches.

Now, if

you are imbued with a real earnestness in
this search, and think that the explanation of
his queer conduct and mysterious

absences

can be helped by an examination of that room,
since it was

I

don’t see that

who instigated the search,

I can

do otherwise

I

than give

you permission to do so.”

A little

more

conversation

followed, in

which Mrs. Rencliife explained how he could
gain access to the room by means of a paneled
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door concealed amidst the rest of the panel

It

ing of the side of the wall.
unless'

it was locked

as the

was opened—

other had been—

by pressure on a spring concealed under the
carpet.

Gerhardt with her directions readily found

It

the door and the spring.

was a simply

but very ingeniously arranged thing, and
while answering the purpose of concealment

it was of little more complex build than an
ordinary, modern sliding door.

It

did not

at ﬁrst respond to the working of the spring.

This, however, he was expectant of, and ex
amining the apparent wall carefully he found
the keyhole
ornament.

concealed beneath

After

a moment

some wall

of trial with his

skeleton keys the door ﬂew open.

The apartment into which Gerhardt peered
was indeed a curious one.

It

answered well

by its construction the requirement of ex

clusion and retirement necessary to a devotee
to science and research.

Its contents and
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appurtenances, too, suggested its character.
Shelf after shelf ﬁlled with the requisites at
tendant upon chemical, physical, astronomi
cal, geological and

and study.

mathematical experiment

Row upon row of books—~books

whose subject-matter was of so comprehen
sive a range and so profound a character as to

imply a far more than ordinary erudition on
the

part of the possessor.

dence

Evidence on evi

of deep search into the laws and phe

nomena of natural and psychical
'

and of untiring demonstrations

workings

of their prin

ciples by him who was wont to occupy the
I

room.

But all this Gerhardt did not at ﬁrst per
ceive—for one thing, owing to the build of
the room, but little light came in to manifest
these facts and conditions.

lit

the.

He returned and

lantern still on the table where-he had

left it himself the other day.

After his ﬁrst

hurried glance around, he felt satisﬁed that
the room was unoccupied

for the present.
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But just as he had assured himself of this
fact his eyes fell upon an open passage-way
before which a curtain was slowly sucked in
and

out by the passing

draught.

With

eagerness and anticipation he advanced, and

raising the lantern peered down the narrow,
crudely-built stairway that proceeded from
the little open door.

With precipitancy born

of the self-assured dawning of

success

and

discovery, Gerhardt descended the stairs with

out pausing to look further round the room.
They were

so

narrow he had to'turn his

large, muscular ﬁgure sideways to proceed.
The stairs ended in a dark', obscure under
ground passage-way, narrow and low, but of
-

such length that with all his peering he could

not fathom its extension.

Its height was

not sufﬁcient for Gerhardt to stand upright;
its walls were brick-lined and oval~shaped.
Except for the natural, earthy slime and
mould clinging to its sides, it was void of any
foul matter

;

its air, while slightly dank and
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situa

tion, was not poisonous nor offensive.
So possessed

had Gerhardt been from the

ﬁrst with the idea that this under-ground
place was associated somehow

or another

with Younod’s course of conduct, that it was
personal possession, constructed

a

for purposes

abstruse and under-lying, but connected with
his spying work, that he had traversed
goodly

a

portion of its far-extending length

before its actual character dawned upon him.

A

sewerage canal—that

An unused one plainly

was what it was.

as was evidenced by

its comparatively clean and empty condition.
The

wholesomeness

speaking)

(again comparatively

of its atmosphere was explained

when Gerhardt perceived, placed at irregular

intervals, small air-holes or passages extend
ing up into the surface; but that their out
lets were under cover, he divined from the

fact of their admitting no light. He could
hear at times, blurred in its distinctness, the
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rumble of a carriage rolling overhead and
murmurs of other city sounds.

Once the

passage branched in another direction.

He

had become confused as to the cardinal points,
and could not tell which direction he was
proceeding.

When the ﬁrst realization of the nature of
the passage came over him like a shock, it
was such a sudden overturning of his ﬁrst

ﬁrmly-established surmise,

that the whole.

frame-work he had projected in his mind,
concerning Younod’s treachery to himself,
He was

tottered and threatened dissolution.

conjecturing within himself as to whether he
had not constructed

an entirely false sus

picion on the scanty premises he had to go on,
when his thoughts as well as bodily proced
ure were brought to a sudden stop by the
seeming termination of the passage.

Tired

out from crouching forward in his tedious

walk and disgusted

with what

he

was

strongly inclined to believe was the futile
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he placed the

lantern on the ﬂoor of the passage and leaned
back to rest and cogitate.

If his

suspicions

of Younod were groundless, how next pro
ceed

?

Resign his voluntarily-assumed posi

tion of private detective,

of course;

but

apropos, how explain his sudden withdrawal
to Mrs. Rencliﬁ'e?

While agitating these and other embarrass
ing problems, issues of his disagreeable and
dubious situation, he was startled by hearing
voices.

This sound did not come to him

blurred and mufﬂed as the other noises had,
but clearly and concisely.

Every word of

the conversation was audible to him.

with mystiﬁed wonder he listened.

Filled
The

conversation was carried on in' German, and'
was evidently between two persons who were

in some saloon or resort and were treating
each other

the reciprocal-complimentary

fashion prevalent among the hail-fellow-well
met fraternity.
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At ﬁrst

the talk was on generalities,

later turned to subjects
character.
ences

of

but

a more speciﬁc

The constantly-recurring refer

to and remarks

concerning

certain

particulars which bore a very especial rela
tion to and interest for Gerhardt impressed
him.

And before long this impression which

ﬁrst served as premonition led the way to
certainty, the certainty that he was imme
diately beneath the ﬂoor, and hence in direct
communication with the “ Castle ” 0f Crook’s
Nook.

What

a

train of mental combustibles did

that little ﬂash of knowledge

ignite!

And

in the glare of the conﬁagration that ensued
the framework of his suspicion of Younod,

but erst annihilated, now reconstructed

in

new and terrible strength, stood out plain
and distinct in all its component parts.

Well might the momentous import of that
knowledge

ﬁre his brain

with dire and

sweeping passion-ﬂames, for voluntary com

'
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munication with this secret room by a non
initiated (especially an alien) signiﬁednothing
less than an expose of the secret communion
of himself and his fraternity.
-

'But at last the inward ﬁre had spent itself,

and the ﬂames fell back, their strength and

intensity having availed nought in the im
posed

self-bound

scope.

But

out~

of their

defeated ashes sprang the Phoenix of a new

determination.

'

The trap the enemy had set

for his capture he would resolve into a means
of escape.
He raised the lantern and cast its light
overhead.

As he had suspected the roof of

the passage was torn away—in fact, it was
the accumulation of this cast-out material

that had blocked his way.

The intervening

crust of earth had also been scraped, or dug
away, and in the small space thus cleared the
the ﬂoor of the “ Castle”
beams that
supported

were exposed.

The explanation of Younod’s

secret return

to his room, after his open
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departure

from the house, as proven by the

silent testimony of the valise and burning
lantern, must, he reasoned, lie in the exist
ence

with his room.

Consequently,

he reasoned

further, there must be a mode of egress and
ingress between it and the room above.

supposition was
covery

strengthened

This

by the dis

of an adjacent step-ladder.

When

the late convivial occupants of the room had

withdrawn, Gerhardt mounted
the ladder.

the steps of

By standing near the top of

it,

_

of the passage, which communicated

which reached to the roof of the passage, he
could reach with his upstretched hands the
exposed

boards,

while his

upright ﬁgure

ﬁlled the intervening gap between the pas
sage and the ﬂoor.

His test of the boards now further conﬁrmed
his supposition.
the

The boards of the ﬂoor of

“ Castle” were narrow ones, and ﬁtted

into each other in their lateral junctions by
the

customary tongue-and-groove

method.
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Eight of these were half-lengths and extended
over the hole in question.

They were ﬁrmly

fastened to each other, but, while appearing
to be joined to theadjoining ones on either

by ﬁtting into them in the natural way,

side,

were in reality detached.

almost non-apparent

They were _ an

triﬂe narrower than

the space which they were intended to ﬁll.
The only observable outcome of this last con-

dition was an appearance of looseness in the
boards of the ﬂoor.

But by means of it a slight tug or push to
one side

would cause the attached boards to

separate from the others, the width
crack.

They.could then be pulled Or pushed

up (according
on),

of a

to which side the agent was

thus leaving clear a passage-way between

the room and under-ground canal.

A

small

strap was nailed to the inner side, so that a
person standing in Gerhardt’s position could

pull them back into place, shift them side
ways

till the alternating

tongues and grooves

'
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ﬁtted, and then to all appearances there was
no trap-door there.

Of all this Gerhardt rapidly apprised him
self by testing, and thenwsatisﬁed he had ob
tained all the knowledge bearing on his mis
sion which the passage afforded, he retraced

his way.

When he reached the rooni which

communicated

fell

with the stairway, his

something which

upon

eye

his previous

precipitancy in leaving it had caused him
to overlook.

Some thin curtains separated

a shallow recess from the openness of the
rest of the room.

By the side of the curtains

stood a small stand—on it had been placed
a

jar of

water,

a

loaf of brown

Gerhardt advanced

a candle and matches.

and drew back the curtains.
the crude, simple

bread,

Stretched on

cot in the recess lay he

whom Gerhardt Leitz regarded as his bitter
foe—Younod Rencliffe

!

He lay with his fair, unnatural

beauty

turned from the crude light of the realistic
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There is neither suggestion of slum

ber’s insensate passiveness nor reﬂection of
dream‘s bewildering phantasies in the awe
some immobility oﬁ that face.

Can this bea

natural sleep that envelops his presence with
such austere rigidity

Or is it a deep, signiﬁ

?

cant calm, in which “midnight waking, twi
light weeping, heavy noontide ” can never
have a part

2

What spell is it that holds the gazer

en

Is it the minute’s contact of a

thralled?

spirit-strength

majestic

that surges past

him on its passage to the uncited realms of
inﬁnitude?
*

it

96

X
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Very shortly after the happening of these
events Mrs. Rencliffe received the following
note

:

“ MRs.

Bahamian—Dear Madam

:

I have

to the best of my ability executed the under

taking you committed to me.

My experience
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in the investigation of the causes of your
son’s curious and unexplained absences leads
me to this conclusion.

He is a spy on the

workings of a certain secret association whose
opinions and ideas do not run parallel with
the established conventionalities of the reign

ing

code

of law.

His services as rendered in

this character are gratuitously performed for
the beneﬁt of those persons and authorities
whose business it is to uphold and protect
these same mentioned principles and estab
lishments,

the existence

of which he

does

approve, and whose further existence he, by
his aid, wishes to insure.
These services you

will yourself perceive without further ex
planation must according to their signiﬁcant
nature be performed in secrecy.
assure you of my personal

this conclusion
sences.

Let me

conviction that

thoroughly explains his ab

As to whether it further explains his

general ‘eccentricity

’

of character and con

duct, you will have to judge yourself.

With
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the hope that my conclusion may be adopted
as yours,

with thorough satisfaction,

with your permission,
investigation.

I will,

further

discontinue

“ Respectfully,
*~

e.

n”
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CHAPTER IX.
CONCERNS

A TALK‘ IN WHICH ANARCHY AND
LOVE ARE BLENDED.

CECELIA

had

been

with

the Rencliifes

about a month, and had seen much of her
cousin

in this time.

Sometimes

they had

met accidentally on the street, when they

would stop and exchange the courtesies of
the day, and he would inquire the latest tid

ings of

the Honerick family.

Occasionally

they had met at some of the Rencliffe even
ings, and sometimes

he had called on her.

So, what with these meetings,

relationship, and

mutual

their tie of'

liking for each

other, they were on a familiar footing.

But these quondam meetings had been of
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the past
note

for still another month when this
was left for Cecelia by a messenger :

–

Liebe Cousine :

Willst Du die Angenehmheit

Deines neuen

“ FRAEULEIN

CECELLA

Heimes fuer einen Abend verlassen

mir spazieren zu gehen ?

mit

Es ist lange her

wir ein freundliches

seitdem

, um

Gespraech

zu

sammen hatten .

“ Ich

werde nach dem

Dunkelwerden bei

Dir vorsprechen . Bitte enttaeusche mich nicht ,
denn Du kannst sicherlich Deinem Cousin
Vertrauen

G. L .”

.

“Certainly a queer
on its perusal

note ,” reflected Cecelia

. ““Will you leave the pleasures

of your new home for one evening , to walk
with me?" As if they were of such a dazzling

I

nature couldn 't tear myself away from them .
“

It has been longsince

we have had a friendly

talk ;" he seems to blame

me

for that .

do not disappoint me, as surely you
can trust your cousin .” Do
then pose as
“ Please

I
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such a Pyrrhonist in his eyes?

But if the

note is queer, its author is queerer.
had never met Younod Rencliﬁe

I should

If I
cer

tainly say Gerhardt was the most eccentric

I ever

By the way,” rambled
on Cecelia’s reﬂections, “how many queer
person

knew.

people there are in this world
so

;

really, amid

much queerness one begins to wonder
ones after all.

are any ordinary

there

wonder whether I’m one,

I

think

I

if

I

would

thinks about

“What
note

'2”

it,

really like to know. I’ll ask Gerhardt to
_night; he’ll be sure to say just what he
too.”

made you write

such a~strange

asked Cecelia that night, as, with her

arm tucked under her cousin’s, they walked a
somewhat

lonely,

gaunt, swinging

side

street

shadows

beneath

the

of the- electric

didn’t notice that

was.

off hurriedly and sent it.

I I

wrote

“

I

smile.

a

strange?” asked Gerhardt with

it

WVas

it

“

it

lights.
just
was
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afraid you might not get it in time to accept.

I hardly

remember now what

I said.”

“Then my surmise was correct, and

I can

just refer its queerness on general principles
to the queerness

of the sender,”

laughed

Cecelia.

“But if

I cannot

explain the origin of its

queerness, as you call it,
quest.
see

I asked

I can

that of its re

for this walk that we might

and know something

of each other.

Here we are, both strangers, amid people that
care no more for us than
sects

if

we were two in

buzzing our lives out around their lights

of vanities, and follies and ‘favorite phane
toms.’

Both young and ambitious,

both

misunderstood by this same indifferent world,
of which perforce we must at times be a part

—a world of deliberators,

schemers,

self

toilers, proud, cold, smiling and polite as they
are—both,
——is

I repeat,

it strange that

tunity

of

so

similarly conditioned

I should

understanding

ask for an oppor
each

other,

of

.
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strengthening our ties of blood and stronger
ties of interest and—and—of friendship?

So

now, dear Cousine, let us fora while forget,

if

we can, this world, and talk of ourselves,

Tell

of our lives, our hopes, our ambitions.
us of yourself, ﬁrst, Cecelia.”

“Of

myself ? ” said Cecelia slowly, startled

by the sudden exposition
'

ings regarding herself.

of Gerhardt’s feel
“ There is so little,

or rather there is simply nothing to tell.

It

has all been so uninteresting, so ordinary—

my life has—I cannot bear to reﬂect upon it.

You
times

Alas,

speak of ambition.

I have

I

none.

I

suppose

am.

I fear

I

some

am phleg

Perhaps force of

matic—people

say

circumstances

is to blame for it.

But my

my career, are all so

mind, my opinions,

wavering, so uncertain, my nature so cold
and repellant—I think sometimes—”
,

“ Wait a moment,

altogether correct.

It

your

version

is not

is not callousness, it

is negativeness that forms this barrier against
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ambition, against effort towards a certain

When you said just now

attainment.
queer,

I had

it on my tongue to

in this way.

too, queer

say you were,

There is in your

nature a strange blending of positive
,

negative forces.

I was

Circumstances,

just now, may

be to blame

predominance

of the

as

and

you said

for the present

negative.

In your

present state you repel friendship, sympathy,

But stir

happiness.

I

know

energy,

is

in

up the positiveness that

your

concentrate

nature,

exert

your

your effort, join issues

with me and help to further my great ambi
tion that draws toward itself, with centri
petal force all minor hopes and plans.”

“ And this ambition? what is it? give
it a
name.”

_

“This ambition of my life,” returned Ger
hardt with fervor, which, as he continued,
heightened

into excitement.

“This ambi-.

tion which ﬁlls my day-hours, and intrudes
upon my night-hours,

it

is that of freeing
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my race from oppression.

I do not

When

I say

race,

mean race through right of country,

I claim

of blood, of religion, of belief.

race

ship, kinship, fellowship with no creature—no

matter where his birth-place may be, what
his station of life is, what his views of the
now and hereafter are—who grinds the heel
of oppression, applies the whip of contumely,
or points the ﬁnger of scorn

!

Between such

as these and the race with whom
brotherhood,

I

claim

there is no bond or relationship

unless it be that of Cain to Abel

!

My

ambi~

tion is to raise the members of this race, this
brotherhood,

from the hellish hole of degra

dation and day-slavery into which those who
call themselves their superiors are thrusting
them, to shield them not only from the con

tumely, the

hatred,

the

scorn

which

is

heaped upon them, but also to shield them

against

indiscriminate

assassination

ambition is to join the interests

;

my

and the

hearts of every workingman of every nation,
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superhuman

strength and magnitude as to be able to stand
against the union of every aristocrat, mo
who

nopolist, and moneyed-king

tyrants of this era.

are

the

Aye, let me tell you

more—this mission of mine and my fellow
workers is one not made up alone of brotherly
love and sympathy.

We shout other watch

words than Reform and Justice.

In

every

brother’s heart there‘is ever knelling a

$01

emn tone that reverberates in measure and

meaning to the cry, Vengeance!

The time is

coming when we shall act the principle of
justness,

‘

an eye for an eye, a tooth for a

tooth, and a life for a life,’ and. crush them

into everlasting nothingness !”
“ Cousin—cousin—stop 1 this is awful ;
you
work upon your feelings, and rouse hatred
and desires for revenge that

natural to you.

Reﬂect

just one thing, that this
has

gone

to you.

‘

I

know are not

a moment,

name

class of oppressors’

One concession you must
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surely make, that they give you employment
and hence a living.”

“ Yes,

I

see

what you want,” returned

Gerhardt bitterly, “ you would not be satis
ﬁed, were

I to recount

instance after instance

that covers the pages of history, and ﬁlls the
columns

of our daily papers, that clearly

reﬂect the insulting contempt and indiffer
ence

in which we are held, and with which

we are treated.

You do not want

these,

your

challenge is for some special instance, aﬁect

ing me personally and you shall have it.”

At this

moment they passed beneath the

reﬂection of a light, and Cecelia plainly saw
the pale tenseness of her companion’s

face

and the drops of perspiration on his forehead
and around his lips, evincing the internal

ﬁre of both his body and his emotion.

And

as in the loneliness of the street and desola

tion of the surroundings, he had placed his
arm beneath hers to aﬁord her protection
and support, she could feel the heavy thud
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like pulsations of his heart as they seemed to
measure out his passion.

“You

may or may not have noticed my
of late from places

absence

I have

hitherto

I

that

you call

it

if

is,

frequented, your own home for instance, that

your home.

DO you

know

am hounded by the law in general and

one in particular, who has doubtless

often

taken your hand in seeming friendship,—by
one who would see not only my employment

taken from me with indifference,

but my

liberty, or my life without a tremor of his
heart or a quiver of his conscience ?”

“ You

Cecelia,

Younod

Rencliﬁ'e,”

said

“ but what can he want with, or of

What have you done, Gerhardt, that

you are thus sought for by the law
me, cousin,

;

you?

mean

oh,

tell

that you are not a criminal, that

you have not been rashly carrying

out your

extreme principles.”

But, though she shuddered instinctively at
the possible issue of his hot temperament,
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this very violence and intensity of his nature,
that seemed in such strong contradiction to
her apparently frigid one, was the magnet
that was drawing closer and absorbing into
his, her life and soul.

“N
o,

I cannot

tell you what it is, for the

secret is not mine alone.

But how have we

wandered from our original theme

!

It

to be of ourselves, our talk, was it not?
me, Cousine, that, branded as

was

Tell

I may be some

day by the law, or that whatever the prob

ability may be of my being expelled beyond the
limits of the civil or at the least conventional
world, now—and we live only in the present,
do we not Z—that now you do not look with
the same skepticism and derision upon me, the
defender of these contemned principles and
theories as you do upon them

?

Is the feeling

all on my side that we are to each other
more than cousins
guessed somewhat
’ ”
‘
queer note?

?

Surely, Cecelia, you

of the purport of that
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“No—no, ” exclaimed Cecelia with nerv
“ I declare—I never once
ous trepidation.
guessed

”

“ Well then,” went on Gerhardt with im
perturbation in contrast to Cecelia’s agitation
evidencing an exchange

for the moment in

their individual temperaments.

“Will

not let me explain it to you now

2

you

The rea

son why, to me, you are not my Cousine but

my Liebste?

Will

you not let me say how

I

love you, not with a cousin’s calm aﬁ'ection,
but a lover’s fervid passion 3”

“ No—no—no

!

0h no—not now, anyway,”

her face with her
hands and bursting into tears, “ I—I—I’m
cried Cecelia, covering

afraid—”
“Afraid? of what? of me?
don’t believe it.

See,

I

Nonsense,

I

will prove that you

are not,” and he withdrew the arm that sup
ported hers and placed it around her shoulders
and with

his

other hand under her chin,

drew her cold white face towards him and
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pressed her lips with a kiss as hot and pas
sionate as the love of his ﬁery being.

Love! Cecelia had always scoffed at the
possibility of such a sentiment and especially
since she had come in contact with Younod

Rencliﬁe, and had some glimpse of his seem

ingly exalted and unnatural character had
she

tried to spurn the thoughts of worldly,

temporary sentiments.

But if the passion

that now welled through her heart and veins
and set her brain burning—that

with redoubled vigor

as she

bounded

felt her lover’s

warm breath on her face and thepressure of
his moist lips against hers—if this were in
deed

love—how mistaken had she been when

she called

it weak and insigniﬁcant.

subordinated

as

Cecelia was

becoming

But
in

spirit by the superior strength and mesmeric
power of Gerhardt, and although she no more
had the physical
caress

power to shrink from his

than she had the psychical strength

to resist the wild pleasure of his love—never
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theless her innate strength of modesty and

self-pride summoned

to her aid suﬂicient

strength to demur against his bold address
and commanding

claims.

‘

‘You

say you

love me and yet you write and ask me in the
name of friendship and cousin to see you alone
and when you have me in your power take
advantage of my lonely situation and inferior

strength to insult me l”
“Stop, Cecelia!” exclaimed Gerhardt im
“ Insult
Will the
I
you

peratively.

skeptical

cynicism of your nature ever dominate over
the warmth and sweetness which
there?

is

While the light falls on my face

look in my eyes and say
when

I know

I declare

if

you can doubt me

to you that the earnestness

and ardor with which you have seen me de
fend the principles of my belief—far

dearer

to me than my liberty or my life—are not
more real than this love you doubt, and

I also

swear to you that strong and intense as this
passion is,

its strength and intensity are
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Do you still doubt

equaled by its purity I

me 3—but of course you do not—cannot ;”
and in the shadow intervening between the

lights he drew her yielding form so close to
him his warm

mingled with the

breath

scent of the tuberoses at her throat, and,

fanning her face, increased the sweet intoxi
cation of the moment.

While they had

been

holding their absorbing

conversation they had been walkin g in the nar

row side street with no danger from disturb
ance except by the piteous howl of some poor
houseless

dog,

beneath

lights

so

far apart

the long, alternating streamers of black and
red became fused into a general dreary dark
ness before met by another

But at this

light.

point Cecelia was startled by seeing
stream

a.

sickly

of yellowish light lying across the

pavement vertical to it.
discovered

that

amber-colored

the light

globe

gloomy building.

She looked up and
came from an

afﬁxed

to

a

large,

Around the globe in the
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of a crook or curve were placed letters

of transparency forming the words, Crook’s
Nook.

“You

are nervous

and excited, Cecelia.

We will go in here—in this reading-room—
and ﬁnd some secluded corner to rest—and
continue our talk,
be

if

you are Willing.

afraid, my dear,” he said reassuringly, as

he saw

light.

her shrink from the publicity of the

“

I know

the place well; it is one of

my favorite haunts,—-all
my friends;
us

Do not

I promise

sides there

and

if

its managers

are

danger should come to

you all security from it.

Be

is no one in here who would

know you from any stranger.”
Perhaps Cecelia could not have
his command any more
moment

resisted

than she could, a

ago, have repelled his caress,

per

haps she did not want to,—at any rate she
uttered no protest now, .as with woman-like
hands he re-arranged

her

hat, secured the

tuberoses to the fastenings from which they

-
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werebreaking and straightened the fur col

lar round her neck preparatory to entering.

“You will
little rest and

feel better, my dear, after a

warm refreshment—you
are looking tired and nervous.”

It

some

was still early—early, at least, for the

class that frequented the place—and so there
were but few occupants

Some of these were women—neatly

entered.
‘

as yet when they

and plainly dressed—and the rest,. artisans of
the better

class, standing at

the bar,

or

smoking and chatting—for the most part in
foreign languages—or reading at the small
tables.

For, on the last, scattered in profu

sion, were daily, weekly and monthly publi
cations, chieﬂy German

of course, though

other nationalities were represented among
them.

As Gerhardt led Cecelia across the long,
wide room towards the small room beyond the
partition, a few looked around carelessly at
them but the most of them

kept on with
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their talk only looking up to give Gerhardt a
friendly

if

salute as he passed them.

some of the muscular,

And

military—bearing

young men gave a second glance at Cecelia’s
pretty, white face,—her drooping-eyelids or
her pretty, sensual mouth it was done in a

gentlemanly, respectful way.
The small room or “ Castle”

was now

empty and the ﬁre in the open stove, the com

fortable chairs at the little table, and the glow
from the crimson-globed lamp, gave it an in
viting, cosy look, despite its hard, bare walls
and ﬂoor, and, to Cecelia, uncertain surround
ings.

But the questionableness of the situa

tion was no longer troubling her.

The last,

lingering sentiment of constraint and unbelief
was being swept away in the sweet intoxica-

tion of the hour, and she gave herself up to it

with abandon.

She no longer doubted the

nature of Gerhardt’s regard for her, and no
longer tried to restrain the reciprocation
it in herself.

of

.
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Over the glasses that Gerhardt ordered
they continued their talk.

the table, her arm resting on

it,

Cecelia sat facing

while with

her hand she shaded her white face from the

light.

Gerhardt’s chair was facing the side

of hers and he sat leaning towards her, with
one arm resting on the back of her chair and
the other resting on the table near hers.
speak to you of marriage, as

I

“I cannot

I

should do, Cecelia, for

I

neither can

speak of

I

destiny to such as

it

condition of my present life—

the

for the future, for

as

uncertain and un

is

share

could not ask you to

promising as the present.

I

which

The aims

for

am working, which are controlling

and directing my present life, are not those

which lead to future self-aggrandizement.
rest and unreward

a

is

But this prescience of

future state of un
no reason why we

should attempt to . repress the natural sway

of our aﬁ'ections. Though we may possibly
never change our position towards each other
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lovers for that of husband and wife, our

as

relation is just as binding and sacred as could
be

any ratiﬁed by some formality of civil law.

Our love is just as much a reality and positive
ness

as the

love of lovers as it would be

were it ‘that

of husband

and

wife.

Our

faithfulness to this love is the covenant that
binds us, and were this faithfulness broken
upon no power of civil law on earth could
or married to each other.

make us bound
So

I pray

and beseech

you, Cecelia,

not to

break upon this covenant however separated

our lives may be now or in the future.

faithful to the love which is to us

a

Be

marriage

contract.”

Although the instincts of Cecelia’s birth
and education

were against this theory of

“free love” which her lover

espoused,

yet

under the spell of his magnetizing inﬂuence
she

could

make

no refutation

of it.

The

moment of silence which followed Gerhardt‘s
earnest appeal was broken upon suddenly
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and rudely by a hurried

rapping at

the

narrow door.
Both started to their feet with a sudden
prescience of evil.

But, added to presenti

ment, was the certain knowledge to Gerhardt

of his precarious situation, so it was with set
face and an expression

of mingled deﬁance

and hatred, that he opened the door to admit
the bearer of the warning of danger.

The proprietor entered and closed the door
after him.
in

a

Gerhardt was

WVhat he said to

language

unintelligible

Cecelia

to

—a sort of jargon blended of the tongues of
the Teutonic and Sclavonic races, but his

manner, gesticulation

tone

and

were all

sufﬁcient proofs to her that her presenti
ment was correct.
she knew,

Once they spoke of her,

for the man glanced at her, and

nodded acquiescence to what Gerhardt was

saying.

When the man left Gerhardt re

turned to Cecelia,

and, in answer

anxious look of inquiry, said

:

to her
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I

bay at last, as

pre

This man, who is the proprietor of

the place, and who was by agreement to give
was here just now to tell me

me warning,

that two ofﬁcers of the law are in the saloon,

with warrants to search the place, and to
arrest me
here,

for

if they
one

ﬁnd me.

They know

I am in

of them, he has discovered, is

a

spy who was set to watch the place to see

if

I came

I

But

here.

have not forgotten

my promise to secure your safety in case of
danger.

This man, the proprietor, is my

friend, and will see you to your home safe
ly.

So

come,

make

would not have

haste,

your

my

presence

dear,

I

implicate

you in my trouble.”

“Do you think

I

but my own safety,
hasty, scornful

can think
3’

escape?

Can’t

returned Cecelia with

reproach.

possibly devise some

I

of nothing

“Can you not

means for your own

help

you in any way?

Oh! do, Gerhardt, for my sake,

if

nothing
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try to think of something!”

more,

she glanced

as

if

with nervous excitement around

expecting
sudden

some

And

to become

imbued

with

inspiration

unbroken, impenetrable

from the high,
wall, the narrow,

barred, inaccessible Window and the scanty,

non-protecting furniture.
But,

so

strategic

far

from

usefulness

inspired with

being
she

was too

excited

to help herself, and it was her lover’s deft,
calm hands that buttoned

her jacket

her, pressed into her hands, hanging
and nerveless by her side,

handkerchief,

and

her

fastened

for
limp

gloves and

With

tender,

lingering touch her fur collar.
“ Will you at least not trust me so much
as to

give me some idea of what the extent

or degree of your legal punishment is liable
to be?”

A

smile of

the bitterest

irony

crossed

Gerhardt’s features.

“My

dear, have you not yet learned that
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trial by law is a passage-way with many
different terminations, and as many exits,
that while one transgressor may enter
passage

from

only to

and

traverse

another equal in commission

less

it

omission, of some legal form of
enters

issue

emptiness

will

to be forced blindfolded and

through the

entrance

or

that opens to

civil and conventional damnation?”

“And you will tell

me nothing to prove

your trust in me ?” said Cecelia, with sad
reproachfulness.

will tell

you

Gerhardt,

talking

rapidly.

I

“Yes,

this much,” said

“You

may

refer this interruption .and interference of
legal authority to the
Rencliﬁ'e.

I

Younod

further explanation.

active treachery of
have

lithe form

withlopassionate,

to turn

sad way, he

in his

time

for

You must go.” Then

suddenly, as she was about

in a bewildered,

no

away

caught her

arms and strained her

almost

ﬁerce force

to his

.

the

it,

so
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“ My darling!

heaving bosom.
my own

!

my

my love!

own sweetheart!

own,

prayed you but now to

faithful—I

be

longer pray and beseech—I command
are mine—mine—mine!

I swear
I

you will be true, because
Whether

or
cell

prison’s

not

I

am

thrust

You

I say

into

the

to expiate

the

principles which are part of my
love me!

it.

no

say you shall !

of ignominy

spiration and heart’s

!

I

soul’s in

life, never

And now, farewell.”

cease

to

He kissed

her lips again and again, released his hold

of her and seized her hand,

pressed it

in

turn to his burning lips, feverish cheeks and
throbbing heart, and then, with a gesture

full of

the rude eloquence

of love, author

ity, and despair motioned her to go.

When Cecelia opened the door which led
into the general

room she was met by the

proprietor, who had quickly come forward,
and, in a quiet, unostentatious

her through the room.

way, he led
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it,

As they walked the length of

a

man

standing talking at the bar cast a rapid

But he

of keen scrutiny at them.

glance

that all was well, so far, for

seemed convinced

he made no effort to detain them.

He was

one of the ofﬁcials.

but

also, with a sharp survey let them pass.

he,

It

the outside door was the other

;

At

friend

neither

plainly

was

the

nor his sweetheart

conspirator’s

law

the

was

after, but the man himself.

After a short
hopes

that he would

resistance

and
two

futility of

see the

impossibility

and

so come

of waiting, in the

space

of

out and give himself up, the

oﬂicials

consulted

on

the

ability of making the advance.
its

had

attacking party,

it

situation

escape,

advantages
also

afforded

advis

While the
for
some

the
to

the defender.

And
the

so,

although the representatives

law were

conﬁdent

of the

of

ultimate
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capture 0f the latter, owing to the security

which

high-ceilinged,

the

“ Castle” afforded against
their

estimation

of the

impenetrable

escape, yet,

with

character

with

into con

which they had- to deal, taken

sideration—this very impenetrability was a
cause of some wavering on their part, and

though, as they advanced, they felt for their
pistols,

they both

realized

that they were

against a possible dynamite

not a match

cartridge.
The superior advanced,

pushed open the

narrow door and entered cautiously.

All

was silent and the light burned low.

The

silence

agitated

his

although he advanced further
his companion,

suspicion;
followed
by
‘

it was with more

and more trepidation.

caution,

He peered forward

with a hand in his coat pocket, and began,

.“I

have here a warrant to arrest

he stopped.

The

one—”

The room was empty!

coals fell slowly apart in the little

_
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stove: the‘dim, crimson glow of the lamp
diffused itself generally, but little intercepted
by the scant

furniture

;

the chairs

stood

closely together, suggestive of the late tete-a

Everything, from high, grim wall, still,

tete.

impenetrable, to meager, spindling shadows
on the ﬂoor, seemed to the bafﬂed and bewil
dered ofﬁcers to bespeak a deﬁance to the law

in general and to them in particular.
Ha!

Something has at last caught their

eye.

A

slip of paper on the table.

Very meager

comfort, to be sure, but still something more

substantial and satisfactory than utter silence
and vacancy.

“

If

They eagerly read

:

the use of means that further the in

terests of spying and treachery can be deemed
honorable—the

further

use

of the

same

means to protect one’s person ought, by logi
cal inference, to be deemed

equally honor

able.

“ You, gentlemen, as
representatives

of

'
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that institution which recognizes only truths
that are deduced from

reductio ad absur

dums will probably have no difﬁculty in

ceiving the

truth of this

per—

absurdity and

hence be ready to excuse the outcome of it

—my absence.”
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CHAPTER X.
RECORDS A CURIOUS DELIVERANCE AND

A MORE

CURIOUS PROMISE.

DURING the walk home Cecelia
newly-appointed

part silent.

and her

protector were for the most

Only

occasionally the

latter

would make some quiet, formal comment.
Cecelia was too excited and bewildered

by

the strange incidents crowded into the last

hour to think of talk, and too intent, too,
'

upon revolving in her mind the contingencies

of the cause to which these incidents were
the effect.

“The active treachery of Younod Ren
clz'ﬁ’e.”

These words. which she repeated to herself,
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were the key-note

to an inspired hope of

securing the release of her lover.
'

And after a hurried, formal leave-taking

of her companion

at the hall-door she hast

without a thought of the lateness of
the hour, to Younod’s study.
ened,

She knocked

;

no answer.

came from the key-hole.

.

she had heard of
of abstractedness she knocked

Remembering
his habit

A ray of light

again louder.

what

Still no reply.

her project to be thus

Too intent on

early baffled, she

opened the door and entered. Younod sat
at his desk with some pages of manuscript
before him and a pen in his hand.

Instead

of the general laxity which was observable
in his air, there was at present an intensity
and

concentration

of voluntary

attention

which seemed to such a degree strained as to
appear painful.

When Cecelia entered he

did not turn toward her nor look up—in fact,
he did

not know she was there.

She came
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forward and forced the knowledge of her
presence upon him.

“What
same

is

it?”

i

_

he asked with much the

manner a really

knows that something

deaf

person, who

has been said but did

not catch the exact words, would ask for a

“ Some

louder repetition of the statement.

You want my help ?”

thing has happened?

“ Yes,” replied Cecelia with eagerness but

quiet restraint.
at your

arrested

“ Gerhardt Leitz has been
instigation.

I

want

to

know—does the testimony you have gained
substantiate his guilt as a criminal, or is

it only sufﬁcient to cause him to
t”

is

as

it

_

“ Oh, the evidence

is,

pected

be sus

most generally

in such cases, only circumstantial so far.”

“And

should the law ﬁnd this circumstan

tial evidence suﬁicient to convict him, what
would the punishment be

I

“Well,
that.

”

could hardly tell exactly as to

The law may ﬁnd him a criminal
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agitator, or it may ﬁnd him only a blind en
thusiast ; if the former, perhaps a penitentiary
punishment,

if

the latter, only a ﬁne,—_-or it

may release him altogether.”

“This

evidence you possess, is it known

only to yourself or generally throughout the
oﬁicial force 'l”

“ The latter only suspected because of the
bold and deﬁant way in which he has de
clared

his tenets and beliefs to the public

through the paper and by mouth, but

I only

as yet possess sufﬁcient evidence to condemn

him before the law.”

“ Ah!”

a

_

long-drawn sigh from Cecelia

of relief, exhaustion, satisfaction, she hardly
The next question that trem
bled on her lips was : “ How far would your
knew what.

power go in securing his present release or
not yet,

But of course she would

it

not ask

it,

future acquittal?”

would be impolitic, she

decided mentally.

“Why did you

assume the role of detec
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cause

?

I do not believe

you condemn his tenets,
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it is

I have

be

even

heard you express admiration for his en
thusiasm, rash as it is.”

I

“Well,

can hardly

,

tell you,” replied

Younod signiﬁcantly, and he added the
“ just yet,” with even more
phrase
meaning.
“ All the actions which make up iny life as
lived among you go to the indulgence of my
philosophy.
upon it.

All

bear directly or indirectly
act which has for its motive

An

of an obstacle appears to an

the removal

outsider to be a divergence from the direct
path to the summit.
be reached

But no height could

without these

occasional

by

paths.”
_

As

he spoke he rose and led the

way to

the little secret room which Gerhardt had
once explored.

“ Here,” he said as the door swung back,
“ are some of the means which bear directly
on the promotion of my life’s purpose.”
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Of course, like the rest, Cecelia had never
of the existence

had any knowledge either

And so it

of such a room or its purposes.
was with surprise
looked

around

that she followed and

upon

its strange

nances.

But as

listened

more, her feelings

speculatory

she investigated

wonder,

than surprised

appurte

further, and
to a

changed

deeper and stronger

curiosity.

She was

seized

and carried out of herself by a sort of wild

In this

fascination.

sudden, sharp and in

tense envy and admiration of the life of a
student

and philosopher,

her mission,

her

passion, Gerhardt himself was. forgotten.

The laboratory and
operations

for chemical

table

and experiments,

the

library,_

with its secret MSS., containing lore and
magic,

which was intended some day to

startle the world from its conventional rut

;

the shelves and tables holding their books of
reference on science and magic
crucibles

and

;

their modern

alembics; their charts

and

_
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maps of the inﬁnite system of worlds within

worlds

;

their telescopes,

and spectroscopes.

All

their magniﬁers,

of these would have

had for the aspirant a charm of their own.

But there was something stronger than these
lifeless indices of the higher life of science
and philosophy that was working its inﬂu

Did it lie in some mesmeric

ence upon her.

sway which Younod had the power of exercis-

ing?

No; for,

so

far from exhibiting the

exercise of any intentional

inﬂuence

over

her, there was in the calm and unconscious
ness

of his face evidenced an almost non-per

ception of her presence.

still, the desire of Younod that

been, and was
she enter

And yet, it had

this ﬁeld under his direction and

.instruction.

Could, then, this inﬂuence be

explained by recognizing the psychical sway

which a strong and superior mind might ex
,

ercise involuntarily upon a mind expansive
and receptive?

Not the animal magnetism

exerted by nervous force upon the emotions

_

'

v
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through the medium of matter, but the mes
merism of mind-force over mind in an occult
and purely psychical
cause,

sense.

this thought of the

Whatever the
possibility

of

leaving behind the wild utopias of a bound
less, dreaming fancy and irregular pulsations
passion for a ﬁeld bounded

of emotion-bred

by the actuality of philosophy and exactness

of science was suddenly become very attrac
tive to her.
Some of this she suggested to him.

He smiled.

“ The studies,

the pursuit of

which these evidence—” he waved his hand
towards the contents of the laboratories and
shelves — “physics,
botany,

geology,

medicine,

astronomy,

chemistry,

are all mere

preliminaries to the great all-comprehend
ing study of man—the Mind-Self.

I differ

You

see

from the ancient alchemists or wis

dom-seekers, whose motto was, ﬁrst, ‘know

thyself.’

I

say, the

study of that is the

climax, because in man is found the concen
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tration of the symbols of all nature.
to recognize

and comprehend

Then,

the symbols

we must ﬁrst study the natural.

But that

is not the only reason that self-study comes
last.

Not only is there found in the micro

cosm, man, the

concentration of the symbol

ized factors of nature (as presented in the

natural objects of the sublunary world—the
mineral, the vegetable, and the animal), but
also the symbols, or images rather, of per
fected life.

They

say

themselves,

‘

The

universal orb of the world contains not so
great mysteries and excellencies as a little
man formed by God to His own image.’

S0,

in the pursuit of wisdom, after straining the
sensate eye as

farasit will

pierce, and strain

ing the sensate comprehension as far as it will
extend, do you turn the eye and the compre
hension inwards, and add to natural lore and

knowledge that of the supernatural, and
when this last study is completed and per
fected, can you unseal

the

hermetic phi
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losophy which embodies the summum bonum,
the climactic and divine purpose of existence,
the knowledge of which

I have before hinted.

But, enough of that till you have come to
your decision regarding my proposal.”
“ Ah, then the oﬂ’er is still held out to
me ?” said Cecilia, with a newly-born ardor.

But he either did not hear or did not heed
her question, for he began showing her the
apparatus

of his studies, in the meantime

talking on impersonal subjects.
Cecelia, inspired by the ether-like atmos
phere of student surroundings, was listen

ing to his words with countenance wrapt by
enthusiasm and interest—her own person

ality lost sight of—Younod’s presence itself
separated by the mists of

Younod was saying,

abstractedness.

“ Though

differing

widely in degree, there is a certain corre
spondence in character between the plane of
science and the plane of the emotions.

The

love of a student for philosophy is as wrapt
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the love of the most

pas

sionate lover for his mistress.”

The last words had just left his lips when
—Crash!

Bang!

The secret door that led

downwards to the underground sewer-pas
was burst open and, framed by

sage

the

doorway, there stood before them the pant

ing

incarnation

of

hate

and

jealousy

!

Gerhardt Leitz had escaped the vigilance of
his enemy’s pursuers
posed, upon even worse

to plunge, as he sup

treachery—the seduc

tion of his sweetheart.

With

a rapid divination Cecelia grasped

his present thought, and with it came like a
ﬂash the revelation of that strange outburst

of wrath and vengeance she had listened to
in their walk that evening, and the origin,
too,

of

the

insinuations

in the

“queer

note.”

Her self~command was not equal to the
occasion, and she stood silent.
to

stlep
1

She essayed

forward and explain, but could not.
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Younod, with a resumption of his usual
expression of disinterest, stepped back

and

gazed at the interloper silently for a few
moments,

“Spy,” he murmured,

and then,

with unraised voice.
“Betrayer ! ” hissed Gerhardt in hoarse,

A

wavering tones.

moment’s

pause again,

and then from the infuriated man in whose

mind anarchy,

for the

under which frantic

moment,

reigned,

fancy wrenched from

its civic seat reason, came the words
a

betrayer may be betrayed !”

:

“But

He looked

only at Younod; but to Cecelia,

contrite

and remorseful for her last hour’s oblivion

of him, the words

seemed

to strike her.

He

thrust his hand into the inner pocket of his

“While

coat as he continued:
-

your treachery,
prisonment,

you,

with

sought not only my im

but the

wiling away of my

I,”

and drawing his hand

heart’s aﬂ'ection,

out he held its contents

over the gas-jet’s

ﬂame towards which he advanced.

“ I, with
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my vengeance, seek not only your life, but
of all your garnered wis

the annihilation
dom.”
Cecelia

divined,

rather than saw,

what

was in his hand, so close to the fatal ﬂame.
She sprang forward

The spell was broken.

and grasped not only the hand that contained
the terrible instrument of destruction,

but

the other also, and holding them with the

intensity of impassioned
claimed:

“Listenl

strength she ex

You are wrong, wrong

in all that you have been conjecturing.

I have

All

to confess to is a moment’s forgetful

ness

of you.

here

was

For my
to

bargain

for

your

To bargain,

I

had yielded

my heart, to him

to barter my

Further,

in coming

sole purpose

say, because

intellect

release.

while to you

I

I

was going

for your

can you not understand

release.

that

he'

whom you suppose your rival has no more
regard for, nor desire of winning my aﬁec

tion than you have of gaining his friendship?
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And now, before you doom us all to a hor?
rible, instant death, listen to the proposal

I

am about to make.”
She stopped talking for a moment
dropped his hands.

and

He no longer grasped the

contents of his right hand tightly and ﬁercely.

And in the glow of ferocious

doubt

and

unbelief that had illumined his countenance,
there

was breaking the redawning of the

deep, earnest love

for his sweetheart.

of the disadvantages
tion

:

Spite

of his present condi

draggled and torn, covered with molded

clay and damp with earthy moisture, haunted
and worn-out, as he was, to Cecelia,_he had
never seemed so strong in his strength, fasci

nation and beauty.

She looked at his pale,

damp lips ﬁrmly ﬁxed, and recalled the soft,

burning sensation the pressure of them-then
red and yielding—had left upon her own;
she looked at his arms limp and nerveless by

his side, and remembered

how great and

resistless had been their strength, when he
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she looked at his

hair—wet, wild and disordered—and recalled
how its tendrils had brushed

her face when

he bent so near his breath mingled with
the breath

of her tuberoses;

at his handsome,

blond

she looked

face, at his stal

wart ﬁgure, typical of perfected manhood
and as she admitted
remembrance

all this,

;

to her perception and
she vaguely conjec

tured within herself whether a passing pas
sion prompted and promoted by the mesmeric
sway of his physical strength and perfection
had taken possession of her heart and senses,

just

as

the

subtle

charm

of study and

philosophy had anon woven itself around her

mind.

Whether

neither the one nor the

other were the real, the stable, the actual, to
choose and to cling to and to support; but
either

and both but transient, impalpable

spells that held her fancy-bound one moment
and the next were gone.

And on her face

appeared the old expression

of peculiarly

_
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blended
choly.

yearning,

skepticism

and melan

She longed to be assured of the ex

know

—-to

it,

istence of the real and the right—to see it
and to believe

it;

and yet she

did not believe in its possibility, and was sad

“ After all, we live only

that she could not.
in the present.”

Were these words the key

to the locked “door of the mystery of life?
The remembrance

of these words of Ger

hardt, caught in the meshes of her wander

ing thoughts, recalled her by association of
ideas to the situation.

cliﬂz'e

I

we live only in the present.’

Mr. Ren

has said that your conviction might

imply imprisonment.

This

know would be

I

that

‘

I

“This proposition am about to make,
will base upon that creed of yours, Gerhardt,

is

the greatest punishment you could suﬁer.

It

in his power to call in an ofﬁcer and have

you immediately turned over into the hands
of the law, to use with all his force, in the
most damaging way he can in the prosecu
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the evidence he has against you—in

short, it almost lies in his power to convict
you.

Or—he can let you go out of this house

secretly and unmolested when you can, trust

ing to your wit and tact and the limited pos
session of this evidence by others, readily

of the law.

escape prosecution

In short, gain

your liberty, for the present at least.

Now

the latter case is to be one side of my bargain
or proposition.

The other side is that

bind myself with a solemn promise

I

to be

come the disciple of Mr. Rencliﬁe’s philosophy

way he designates

and to then carry

or theory, or whatever
on the understanding, of

course, that this philosophy of his

is

out by practice
;

it

to acquire knowledge of

it,

—to use all my intellectual power and energy

purely

an intellectual one, not in any sense damag

ing to my health or honor or character.”

I

“

vouch for the latter, and accede to the

bargain, ” said Younod, quietly but promptly.

But Gerhardt did not speak.

In his mind
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distrust no longer contended with faith and
reason,lbut a new element had sprung into a

struggling existence and was hotly contend
\Vas it protest against this

ing its way.

creed for the supremacy of the present?
Cecelia turned to him with a smile, half
sad,

half-mocking.

“ N ow 'you

see,

Gerhardt, why this proposi

tion in meeting the demands of the present
carries into practice your creed.

For, under

I

for its strain upon the' future,

was.

It

have no

I

leaves me for the present where

gives Younod

part of the bargain, and

satisfaction for his

it

care, and

it

it,

gives you what

you most need and wish for, for the present,
—your liberty.”
no other wish or claim for the

present——even

if

“Have

I

‘

we should leave out of con

sideration my claim for the future?” he
asked in hoarse tones of pent-up emotion.

Who could resist the passionate agony of
appeal in those haggard, haunting eyes?

Surely
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girl

the

not

love which

the

rise

gave

upon
to

Whom

it was concen

trated.

“ Yes, yes,” she exclaimed excitedly, giving
way to the surging ﬂood of emotion over
whelming her, “

I will be just,

answer your other claim.

Gerhardt, and

Although

I have

thus chosen—although the demands of that
promise may call me into a new and far ﬁeld,

—to you,

I say,

is given all my heart’s devo

tion; it is yours, past recall, past changing,
for now, the future, eternity!

And now,”

with that smile again, part sad—part mock
ing, “as to all the rest, the separation
that——it is as

and

it was—for you know you said

yourself you could not speak of marriage
for the future.”
She held out her hands to him to say good
bye, and he came

forward and taking them

said, in still low and hoarse tones, “
accept the

I,

too,

bargain.”

But, instead of giving her a lover’s ﬁnal
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farewell he only bent closely over her and
_

whispered,

“You
ness.

have indeed proven your faithful

But that creed you accuse me of sup

porting is false.

The future will not only

explain this assertion but prove it.

Auf Wiedersehen!”

My love,
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CHAPTER XI.
IN WHICH YOUNOD

RENCLIFFE

DELIVERS

A

WRITTEN STATEMENT DETAILING THE REAL
CAUSE

OF HIS

ECCENTRICITY

TO CECELIA

HONERICK.

A

FEW days after the events which ended

in Cecelia’s hasty construction of a treaty
‘

of peace between the alien forces, she was
summoned home by a telegram announcing
the sickness of her mother.

Aﬂairs at this period regarding the rel
ative

position

and

of conduct

course

of

Younod, Gerhardt, and Cecelia were in an
equivocal

state.

Cecelia

recognized

the

fact that this extemporaneous

covenant had

no future conditions

of constraint

included

or obligation

upon any of the parties con
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cerned

Also that by

except herself.

her

own premised admission it was built upon
of the

the assumption

of the

supremacy

The consideration. of a future was
not admitted into its constituency, except

present.

so

far as her own promise was concerned.

With

these two

considerations

in mind

the question arose within her—did her obli

gation of the treaty,- which implied com
plete, entire allegiance

to Younod’s cause,

imply equally complete,

In

from Gerhardt’s?
future adoption
a

entire

alienation

other words, did the

of Younod’s creed signify
of lov

renunciation of the possibilities

ing Gerhardt
When

she had

night about
thought
pointed

and

loved

being

spoken

by him?

to Gerhardt

“ separation,”

etc.,

she

that
had

it did; but after-reﬂection had
out

these

two

mentioned

con

siderations with their consequently involved
indecisiveness.

In Gerhardt’s parting

words,

too,

she

-
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obscure

and imperfect,

an
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intimation,
but still an

true,

intimation, that the future would evolve a
state of affairs wherein the proviso of that

treaty would

proven itself

have

but

a

vagary, an airy nothing.
is,

(The question with us is a different one
from Cecelia’s. It
which did her in
nate desire incline

her to

Did

believe?

she wish to be free from the restraining
and forceful

that

inﬂuence

might

she

the

of Gerhardt’s love
more

easily

heights of sublimity and

the far-reaching

ideality implied in Younod‘s creed?

within

the

softened

links
*

that

chained

*

*

'One day after the household
apprised

of the

leave, Younod
a package.

sigh for

the secrecy of self,

bonded blissfulness
9(-

Or did
her in

’6)

she,

mount

fact

that

*
had been

Cecelia

must

came to her and gave her

Ill
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“ In this,” he said, with
that rarely appeared upon
struse countenance,

smile

a forced

his serene,

"you will ﬁnd

the ex

planation of my alleged eccentricity.
course,”
celia’s

he

continued,

but

unspoken

explanation, “

I

in

answer

glanced

ab

to

appeal

Of
Ce~

for

have long been aware of

the sentiment of curiosity directed towards
me by the outside

world.

Not

the

least

amusing of its results was _the once an
nounced

afﬁrmation that,

or hasheesh

I

absorber;

am a second edition

Man

in

illustrious,

Black,’
but

the

I

am an opium

and

another

that

of Irving’s

‘Little

descendant

of the

nevertheless

mysterious,

Linkum ‘Fidelius, and am equally

steeped

in the unpropitious lore of the black art.
But, to speak

to the

point:

this man

uscript is the history of the evolution of
my philosophy.

it with you and

Take

read it at a time when

you can give it sure

you are certain

and uninterrupted
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the reading of it

Postpone

for some time, if you think by

with the more

you can invest its perusal
and

steadfastness

I

In it

of

attainment

of attention.

ﬁrmness

not

have

explicitly

deﬁned

the

.

particular

the

doing

so

of

effect

carrying out this belief, because that is
secret too profound and important to

have

guard

to

gencies of time

written

concerning

directions

away in

a

proven

your

against

carefully

I

location of which

the

be

it to
adher

In

the

the contin

and circumstances,

in full

out

impart

and application.

ency by devotion
meantime,

will

it,

after you

you

I

divulged.

recklessly

a

I

have

particulars and
and

selected

put
place,

them
the

have taken means to have

signiﬁed to you in the event of anything hap

ment.
to

have made this arrange

for the future concerning our agree
Next Fall

I

ment

Now,

I

pening.

understand

you return

fulﬁll the contract of a year’s assist
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We will then begin—if

ance to mother.

you still remain constant to your avowed
this philosophy—the

concerning

purposes

course of study which is

of its adoption.

During .the years involved
and in the time suc

it,

in this preparation,

I

ceeding

the preliminary

will make

provisions of a

monetary nature necessary for the unin
creed.

not

If

pursuit and attainment of the
at ﬁrst thought your pride

is

terrupted

with this

satisﬁed

ment,

your perusal

you the side

arrange

later of this,”

signi

“will

demonstrate

signiﬁcance

of worldly

fying the manuscript,
to

latter

considerations of this kind.”
the

usual,

Younod’s

mysterious

presence vaffected

import

Cecelia, and

of

it

As

was with almost reverential deference, and
somewhat

of awe, that she received from

him this important manuscript.
its prospective
to feel her

perusal

she

Already in

was beginning

being vibrate in harmonical
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strain of revelated

truth.

“ Will

you

that

point
decide

I

explain

not
have

me

never been

satisfactorily

did you select
ideas to ? ”

to

for

myself

me to conﬁde

one

able
?

to

Why

your high

An expectation of eliciting ﬂattery from
Younod Rencliffe would be as absurd as
would be that of extracting honey-dew from
lofty forest tree.

Of course Cecelia

knew this perfectly well.

Her sole motive in

some

asking the question was to have her curi
osity satisﬁed.

Younod listened as she spoke

with that earnestness of attention peculiar
to him, and then, as he stood before her, his

lustrous eyes ﬁxed steadfastly on some dis
tant spot, he replied

“You

:

have probably

inferred from some

of my previous talks and occasional remarks
of

I
th;

that

do not believe

in the universality

equality of mankind.

All

men are
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I do

not born equal.

not refer to the social

or civil or even hereditary caste-endowments
or distinctions.
pyreal genius

It

is the aristocracy of em

I believe

in.

This inequality

is referable to innate superiority rather than
the advantages of acquirement:

The differ

ent ranks of man are according to the de
gree of psychical

But devel

development.

opment has limitations and laws.

The dog

has undoubtedly made much progress from

condition,

but it

is,

its primitive state of the wolf to its present
nevertheless,

still, and

grades of mankind.

say the hod-carrier

is

So with these different

I

ever will be, a dog.

not necessarily and irrevocably a hod-carrier,
but the dunce—the

genuine dunce—is im

after all

means much and

it

education

is

inner and elementary.
is

which

not in avocation or pursuit,

external and apart, but in capability,

is

which

is

this ranking

is

mutably ever a dunce, because the nature of

Of course
mighty, but

only development, not acquisi
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and so, what is not there in germ can
by ‘artiﬁcial cultivation.’

not be produced

So, to return to the statement, there is an

innate aristocracy of genius or ability.

To

none outside this narrow and select circle of

aristocracy or of
missible

‘

election,’ so to speak,is per

or possible the revelation of this

abstruse arcane—this majestic and marvel
ous yet hermetic mysticism.

your character
classiﬁed

I

In estimating

adjudged that it could be

among this

grade

of

mankind.

Now, perhaps, you want to know why
judged.

I so

You are by nature incredulous and

skeptical where the spurious and the super
ﬁcial and the petty are concerned.
are also by nature

But you

strong and tenacious

where the real, the sourceful and the potent
are concerned.

your character

While on the surface

of

there is a layer of coldness

and indifference and skepticism, which serves

ings

‘of

to protect you from the gnawings and peck
the triﬂing and the insigniﬁcant,
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underneath there is a pith of warmth, of
intensity, of

devotional

faith and

belief

which is penetrable only by the powerful and
the suasive.

“ But

let me add a sequel to this preamble

-—a warning to

my diagnosis.

has another phase.

Your character

And in this phase of it

you fairly represent mankind in general, in
dependent of ranking of any kind, inasmuch
as there is in you an ever-varying inclination

towards two forces.

In

the world of the

metaphysical there are two centers of gravity.
One

center

empyreal

sublime
eternal

;
;

;

is the carnal—the

other

the

the one the earthly, the other the

the one the temporal, the other the
the one the ﬁnite, the other the

inﬁnite.

“ Beware,

O would-be disciple, that you do

not lean too far towards the one

that the

force of the other is overcome, for you cannot

ultimately gravitate to both.

Your aspira

tion—vague, unnamed and un-understood, for
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the sublime and the arcane, is antithesized
by a proneness for the carnal and the know
able.

“You

Be careful lest the

have a lover.

force of the sensate and emotionate penetrate

through your outer- character to your inner
one and there absorb its warmth, its intensity
and its devotion.”
Cecelia

.

.

.

.

followed, literally,

Younod’s in

junctions about the reading of his manu
script.

Many weeks intervened between her

return home and its perusal.

At

ﬁrst she

would permit nothing of an absorbing nature
to encroach upon her attention, lest it should

distract it from its present intent in the care
and nursing of her mother.

Then, when her

mother was entirely recovered, a few more
weeks followed, ﬁlled with small anxieties
and worries and workings.

But at last she

was ready to turn to it with concentrated at
tention, undistracted intent and eager antici
pation.
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CHAPTER XII.
CONCERNS

THE READING OF A STRANGE
MANUSCRIPT.

EVERY man’s life is or should be the living
demonstration of his philosophy.
Younod gave this sentiment as his text, in.
extenuation

for laying

before

Cecelia

epitome of his life for an exposition

an

of his

philosophy.

The introduction he entitled

:

A STUDENT’S LIFE.
In

the references to his systematic applica

tion, the precocity of his youth was evidenced.

He studied not for ambitious results, not as
a pleasure

or passion, not even for the at
\

‘
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Study was with

and, as a child eats

doing

it.

without the expressed philosophy that he is
to nourish his system, but simply

with the instinct of satisfying the cravings
of nature, so Younod absorbed and digested
mentally.

It

was with him an instinct.

He had no specialties.
sided development.

They denote one

The normal mind must

embrace the principles

of every subject to

develop perfectly.

.

THE THEORY.
I

Was the next theme of his statement.
Study of history and psychology laid before

him, as before all students, the fact of man’s

bi-fold existence, the material and the im
material.
of the mind

;

The athlete develops the body to the neglect
the ascetic fosters the mind at

the sacriﬁce of the physique.

Would not
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the development

of both simultaneously in

the one being generate

the-highest

the highest earthly existence

Not because

type of

?

the material is the equal of

the immaterial, but because the one is a step
ping-stone, an aid, to the other.

He resolved

to illustrate this view in himself.

For the attainment of the ﬁrst, perfect
health, a system of exercise, diet, and rest
was mapped out and carried into practice.

For the attainment of the latter—inner
development—he began to meditate a system.

This system, he decreed,

should embrace

the means by which the mind of man be led
up to the highest pinnacle of mind-loftitude.

There should be no half-way heights in_his
soul’s aspiration.

Inward culture he decided was the great
law on which this system should gyrate.

But in every effort there are two points to
be considered:

the means of procedure and

the obstacles to be overcome.

An

eagle—
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however ﬂeet its wing, however tireless its

ﬂight—cannot reach excelsior heights when
to the earth.

corded
severed.

The cord

must be

Inward culture is the means of the

procedure; the physical environment of the
soul is the obstacle to be overcome.

The‘

soul works and struggles in its ﬂights up

ward~it strains its pinions for the crags of
higher life, but always interfered with by
that backward force of the physical environ
ment

in the

obtrusions,

shape of sensations,

disturbing

noises,

optical

heart-vexa

tions, fear, hope, anger.

Inward culture is not sufﬁcient.

The mind

must be freed from those involuntary restric
tions upon its free and full action.

The

eagle is endowed with ﬂeetness and strength

for the trial

At

;

the cord must be severed.

the base of the brain is a nervous organ

ization known as the sensorium.

Its ofﬁce

is to serve as a seat for those nervous condi
tions commonly called sentiments, amative
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ness, fear, hatred,

to convey sense-impressions from the outside

world to the brain.
involuntary.

If

Its action is reﬂex or

the action of this organiza

tion were overcome, these nerve conditions
'would be eliminated and sense-impressions
would be conveyed from the outside world to
The brain is

the brain without mediation.
the seat of the will.
be

Impressions could there

barred or received at will.
The mind could complete its full measure

of lofty action and inward meditation, and
return to those restricted guests of an alien
I

world at pleasure.
Younod’s

meditation then evolved

system, for the highest development

ternal

existence

:

this
of in

inward culture, supple

mented with the power to absorb the reﬂex,

involuntary action of the sensorium within
the jurisprudence of the will.

Could the latter be attained?
cord be severed?

Could the
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To use his words.
perimented,
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ex

I discovered.”

SUCCESS.
Under this heading Younod pointed out to
his would-be disciple the psycho-physiological
effects of his system as perfected and carried

into practice.

And
in the

as he

thus pointed out Cecelia beheld

retrospect

of Younod’s

seemingly

strange life and manners the living parallel
of this strange record.
Referring

to the ﬁrst principle, inward
'

culture,——

“ Hence there followed
comprehending
more

a deeper and more

pursuit of knowledge, and a

concentrated

activity of the higher

faculties than even my inherent love of study
had hitherto prompted.”

And again
to the

:

“ To give tone and elevation

mind, there also followed much medi

‘
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tatioii over abstruse, intricate principles and
truths of

the natural

development,

life,—reproduction,

selection,—manifestations

of

which must serve ﬁrst as the conducting
agency of the comprehension

downwards to

their fundamental, unphenomenal existences
of law and force.
“ Also the same of the preternatural—mind
intuitive concep'

inﬂuence, mental-creation,

ﬁon, free will,-—straying manifestations from
'

the ghost-world of inﬁnite truth and compre
I
I

hension.”

The following

extracts

bear

second principle, the overcoming

tion of the sensorium

upon

the

of the ac

:

“Since the reception or non-reception of
external impressions now lies in the power
of the will, the labyrinthical involvements of
mental activity are no longer obstructed by
counter-passages

whose

source is blind in

stinct and sensuous slavery.”

“A

soul-existence,

independent

of sense
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this self-emanation

no longer acquires knowledge through

the

mediation of words and object-lessons, but it
creates knowledge;

effects and impressions

are not brought about by the agency of ex

ternal cause, but the effects and impressions
are

self-created

of objective

independent

origin.”

“This much-involved,

intense mental ac

tivity being united with simultaneous bodily
passiveness, the external effect of the practice

of my system or philosophy

thus much re

sembles a trance or deep sleep.”

“ The restraining emotional elements that
relate man to the lower animal are absorbed

with reﬂex action, and no longer fret and
foil the pure, psychical effort.”

THE OUTSIDE WORLD.
“ The philosophies of all times from their
conception to their promulgation are under
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two great pressures

the necessity of secrecy

:

and the necessity of divulgence.

“ Secrecy for the complete evolution of the
secrecy for its

philosophy

by its founder;

protection

against

persecution

and destruction by the ignorant

and incredulous

;

ridicule,

interruption,

secrecy to guard the igno

rant in their reckless use of its applications
and processes;

and secrecy

practice without interference
side world.

to

secure its

from the out

Especially is the last cause of

secrecy imperative in this instance, for in

this willed yielding-up of sense-communica
'

tion with the temporal world there is ever
the attendant danger of the dissector’s knife
and the grave’s suffocation.”

The next sentence Cecelia accepted with
application:

“ Even

with aspirants is secrecy necessary.

Let the

its intended

trial

personal

precede the

drawal

initiation, after which with—

is impossible.

This demand then

explains the guardedness with which

I

have
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conceived, evolved, perfected and practiced

my philosophy.”
He then

detailed

blind-room;

the

of the

building

the

of the accidentally

use

placed under-ground passage-way to further

his privacy and his pretended journeys by
which he returned

thus

room which contained

secretly

to

the

all his conveniences

for work.
About

wrote:

the necessity

“All

great

of

divulgence he

philosophies

are

in

spirations of Divine origin to be promul
gated by human agency.

After the per

fect evolution of my conception the great
problem

was

the means

of communicat

ing it to my fellow wisdom-seekers.
“ You, Cecelia Honerick, had enthusiasm
—you had aspiration—you

had

devotion.

True, you had, too, passion. 'But has not
all mankind

“I
ﬁred

?

had but to

remove

the ﬂame that

this passion and enthusiasm,

aspira
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tion

devotion

and

were

for my

ready

altars.

“ Behold, Cecelia Honerick, you are chosen
priestess to proclaim the oracle.”

Was
of
a

“that

ﬂame

the

ﬁgurative

intended
to

Since

this

to

in

the
_

ﬁred

this passion”
of

Younod’s

exposing

Gerhardt

retribution

exposure

removal

the

interpretation

agency

Leitz
to

reference

the

of

would

Gerhardt’s arrest and

law?

the
have

led

removal

from

future inﬂuence on herself, Cecelia decided
that it was.

THE APPENDIX.
“ The
_

highest

sublimation

“How

good

!

The

state

!

deﬁne its effect, its

process,

conception, when they who invented

knew nothing

bility?

It

of

of its existence,

is a something

apart,

its

its

words
possi

outside,

beyond and above all things which words
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of present invention clothe in appropriate,
suggestive meaning.

“But
since

what matters the wording at all,

to

the

reality

within

And

for the

its

as

revelation,

thirsting
be assured

it is

initiated

inspired

his

novice who

it

is

conceived

a

knowledge?
pursuing

is

for

sufﬁcient

his

knowledge and reliant faith

to

that it is the art of arts—the

mystery of mysteries—the

discovery

than

which no deeper, no higher, no more valu
able,

no

more

been,

or ever will be made by

him who pursues
forced

not the artiﬁcial genius,

lines

man.

To

the

for he

empyreal,

with the real not

faith, this wordedness

all signiﬁcant;
the

ever

with the true, not the

enthusiasm—with

the made

has

comprehending,

will

be

will read between

the presentation

of a

creation

above words spOken, or written.

“A

word of advice, student.
not let your ardor be transformed

“11)30
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into impatience.

Remember, the revelation

is preceded by the

ﬁrst

So

prepare

comes ﬁrst.
intense

_

travail
yourself.

Enthusiasm

devotion

are
-

the trial.

and

and

Enthusiasm
ability

the innate

for

require

ments.

“For

enthusiasm

Enthusiasm

elevates, devotion ﬁxes.

lifts the mind to the quiver

ing hooks of stars’ scintillations, and then
devotion secures it there.

“Study comes next.
and then

acquire

Study the natural

knowledge of

material force that underlies

the

the external

Study with the perception

index.

conception

is developed,

and

im

till the

ideas volun

tarily arrange themselves in logical con
secutiveness

with

and you

eyes closed, and

pursue

your search

comprehension

ing through the far-reaching

rang

vistas of a

metaphysical microcosm.
-“ Let us illustrate the fact in the ﬁgure.

“You

are a scholar; you are traversing
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woods

in search

The subject you

of

adopt
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object-lessons.

for

analysis,

by

reason of its frequent occurrence, is a leaf.

You know your lesson well, for you have
conned it many times

You trace along

in the study-room.

its veined ramiﬁcations

backwards to the stem,

thence backward

still to twig, from twig to branch, from
branch to trunk, from trunk to roots, from
roots to soil.

“ But hold one moment your galloping
mind.

For while the

covered

much

the unchecked

ground
pace

strides

steed’s

of

information,

has caused it to leap

over deep—deep—unfathomable

thought.

have

While your mind

abysses
passed

of

from

stem to soil with the glibneSs of memorfzed
technicalities

it left unexaﬁiined the prin

ciple of that invisible

agency

these varied parts into a unity

nious as mystical.

“You

exclaim in refutation

that binds
as

harmo
'

you have
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traced backwardsthe

evolution of the tree

to its begining the seed.
gone back to the beginning

Yes
;

:_

you have

but your learn

ing has not led you back to the beginning
of the beginning.

You have not expounded

that life germ, inﬁnitesimally small as the
measures of matter go, inﬁnitely great as
the value of meaning is.

“Again, behold the fact in the ﬁgure:

“It

is night, and you search this time

the forest of constellations

for your natural

lesson.

_

“With

the aid

of telescope

your gaze

roves from star to star, along the trailing

galaxy; and accompanying your vision go
the promptings of your memorized knowl
edge,

which

simultaneously

present

the

natural facts that are related to each.

“But strain

as

vista grows dim

you will your vision, the
and dimmer,

and ﬁnally

fades away.

“Your sight

has gone far and searched
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in

areas comprehended

But it

numbered series of solar systems.
has

not

pierced

reached

outside the

the on—on—ever-on

many

a

limit,

and

of

extension

unending space.

.“And,

as

your mind but formerly made

egotistical with much
back

repeatedly

complexity

of

falls

baﬂied, by the depth and

principles of

naturalism

it cries out in humility,

and philosophy,
am, then,

information

but

‘I

an animal whose instincts

of knowledge are conﬁned to a mechanical
body and a temporal

“Know you

life!’

not impatient student,

that

you are now on the ﬁrst rung of the lad
der that shall lead you up to the empyrean

of knowledge?

By the mental admission

of the existences of these principles you are

giving

identity

to

your

higher

nature.

So proceed with your effort.

“Knowledge is of importance, inasmuch
as

it is the beginning.

But the momentous

'
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epoch of the effort is marked by the struggle

of the innate wisdom.

The struggles which

indicate not only the existence of this higher
comprehension,
release

but also its demands

and its

of a

assurances

individual

and

possibilities

commonly

apart

from

the

for

power
human

recognized.

“ Leap follows leap. Strain

succeeds

strain.

Trial supplements trial.
“ And then is the aspirant ready for the rev
elation, and thus

“0 life

will

he apostrophize

it :—

of deep and complex nature—of

wide and varied experience—of immensurate
strength

and incomprehensible

!

“ 0 life of lofty fancy—of
u'topian idealism

—of sublime wisdom

!

“ 0 life of inﬁnite creati0n~of
shapeless
existence—of unmeasured power

“

I hasten

“We

!

to you—you hasten to me.

meet in ineffable

rapture—we em

brace with a warmth of voluptuous rhapsody

of which lovers never dream.
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“
“

I roam—I

I rule—I

“Mine
vaultless

examine—I study

will—I

be the

create

!

!

power to wander through
of space.

areas
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To touch upon

planets whose minera, ﬂora, fauna and pro
genies are elements of existence unreVealed
to ordinary human ken.

“To

gaze with sense, not visioned,

scintillating

upon

spark and hue merging into

hue from ﬁrelit globe.
‘‘

To comprehend its brilliancy, and yet not

be dazzled by
‘‘

it.

To cross the streaming track of straying,

unlawed meteor, and while estimating its
heat feel it not.

'

To trace the paths of worlds,

the measure of whose orbits is in the same

proportion to earth’s as the memory of the
human race is to that of the man.

“ To compute with supernatural logic the

limitations dissolving into succeeding limita
tions in the inﬁnite
space.

series that constitute

200
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“ The discovery is made. Treasure of light
and hope and passion and life
unsoiled

!

Treasure

by the rust and corruptibleness of

the casket that holds it

!

“There is no doubt—no impediment—to
blotch the transcendent radiance of the-glory
of the New Life

1”
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XIII.

SHOWS WHICH FORCE CONQUERS AND WHERE
]N

LAY ITS STRENGTH.

THE last word of the writing was taken in
by the rapid, quickened comprehension.

Was what she had just absorbed into her
brain the frenzied inspiration of a madman,
Or was it the rev

—visionist,—enthusiast?

elation of a Thought terrible in strength and
immeasurable in meaning

?

she asked herself.

Cecelia laid the last page of the manuscript
back in its place of security along with the
others and then hastily prepared to leave the
house that she might in solitude experience
the effects of the strange and startling sugges

tion contained in Younod’s paper.

Who can transcribe into words of system
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and

precision

emotion

A

the

chaos of thought

and

‘1

.

bewildering, sweeping

thought ravished her brain.

complexity 'of
Emotion surged

backward and forward with gigantic wave
sweeps on the storming sea of her mentality.

Two terriﬁc forces met in the climacteric
clash of contest for supremacy and power.

Awful
tween

and stupendous is the conﬂict be

life and death—between

right and

wrong—between desire and resistance—be
tween the innate and the acquired.
,

Com

mingled of the strength and bitterness and
terror of all of these warrings was the tear
ing conﬂict of Cecelia’s soul.

She had taken

an oath—a solemn, binding one—to receive
upon her shoulders

light or of darkness
whichever it was.

and wear this mantle of

-- of actuality

or of ideality,

And now nothing could

exempt her from’accepting and wearing

it

but the dissolution of her vow, sacred by

right of strength and intent.
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?

Ah—again and again, the throes of con
ﬂict racked her convulsed and quivering
being.

If

what she had just read were true, it

was an awsome and overwhelming possibil

ity that lay before her.

But again—another

thought: was not the awsome

exaltation,

the overwhelming

the revolt

ing perfection
magnet

superiority,

of this possibility the very

that drew her resisting being to

wards its realization?

For was not that a

ﬁtting and acceptable culmination of power
that could absorb away her discontent with
her life, her disgust at the triﬂing conven

tionalities that daily crossed her, her cynicism
at the condition of mankind, her unbelief in
the ‘poetical justice’ of events, the non-suc
cess

of her career, the impossibility of her

ambitions, the non-fulﬁllment of her desires,
the

mystic,

unnamed

comprehending

longing for grand,

positivism and realisticism

l
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And yet, and yet—
Did she not once, through long, long, back
ward vistas of memories

and experiences,

but not of years, have a glimpse of ravishing
realism ?—A sort of dream-experience, when
strong, caressing

arms and soft, touching

lips personated all-satisfying, all-supporting
love

?

Which is the real and the positive—

This or That?
O,

Which is the true Force

?

that some external power of dictation

and direction would diffuse the crushing—

overwhehning inner
cision.

It

responsibility of de

_

seemed

an answer to this unexpressed

prayer that, when she returned, hours after
ward, to the house, she was told that Ger
hardt Leitz had arrived in town, had called,
and was waiting in the parlor to see her.

Should she spurn this sudden acquisition of
alien help in the shape of the force of circum
stances by not seeing him ?—thus allowing the
battle to wage to its bitter end, and leaving

it
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to be decided by the tried strengths of the
opposing

Forces

2

But another

thought

:

might not this seemingly accidental arrival of
help‘ to one side he a

signal warning of the

victory already decided by the preordination
of Fate?

A
ence

few moments later she stood in the pres
of her lover.

He was standing when

she entered, too eager to

sitting.

remain passively

He did not shake hands nor inquire

about her health and welfare

tional way.

in

the conven

His quick, penetrating gaze

took in immediately her wild and haggard
look, suggestive of the signiﬁcant ordeal she
had just gone through.

He took both her
limp, nerveless hands in his ﬁrm ones, and
holding them led her to a chair.

He seated

her and drew his own to face the side of hers
so he could lean towards her.
ence, suggestive

His near pres

of vital force and suasive

strength, seemed to envelop her.
surmise was right.

Her last

The advent of the sup
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plemented force was the signal of victory at

The force that

The battle was over.

hand.

Gerhardt Leitz personated was victorious.
The force that Younod Rencliffe personated

Ah, Cecelia, your oath

was routed.

!

Your

solemn, sacred vow to Younod—what
become of it

has

?

Cecelia leaned back in the restful chair.

Her white face touched the colored back.
Her black, clustering hair was brushed in
differently back from the vein-traced

In

head.

fore

the gray eyes, that always seemed

to be looking upwards; in_ the full, expres
sive lips, that drooped now ; in the passive,
listless hands

there

utter weariness.

was an expression

But there was, also, an

other expression in all these.
restfulness,

of

resignation.

It

was one of

Perhaps she was

experiencing the old feeling of negativeness
and
no

indifference.

At any

rate

there was

longer any conﬂict or indecision

pressed.

ex
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You

look

as

though you had passed through a terrible
Have you been ill

illness.

?

”

demanded

Gerhardt, in dictatorial, yet solicitous tones.
She turned her wandering eyes towards

him.

She was not thinking of him as a per

son.

She was thinking of him rather as an

impression, an inﬂuence, a force.

She was

not wondering why he was here, what he
came for, what she must say to welcome

him with appropriate hospitality.

She was

at present revelling in the dreamy pleasure
the analyzation of his inﬂuence
gave her.

ting

It

so near

over

her

was pleasant to have him sit

that she could touch him

leaned sideways.

if

she

There was suggestion of

future protection and support in that ﬁrm
grasp of his hands as he led her to a seat.

His authoritative way, and even his dic
tatorial tones were suggestive

of assump

tion of and solicitousness in her troubles.

“No, not ill,”

she answered, as

her eyes
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met his earnest

gaze,

“ Only worrying,”

and her thin ﬁgure slightly shuddered.

“ Worrying—yes,

I see,”

he said, as

if

his

stern gaze had divined her thoughts, “ about
that agreement
Rencliﬁ‘e.

with Younod

you made

Well,”

he

with

continued,

frown full of emphatic disapprobation,

a.

“if

my machinations have any effect you will
not be worrying about it for

any future

length of time.”

“Why, what will you do?
disapprove

Why do you

of the agreement? You know

nothing of what it is.”

It

amused her in a sort of dreamy, absent

way to entice him on thus to argue with
her—to attempt

to induce

her,

when she

knew all the time a grasp of that ﬁrm hand,
a command

in

those

would impel her.

authoritative

tones

She was conscious, per

fectly, that he was leading her through in
ﬂuence rather than reason.

Gerhardt know this?

But how could

Besides, perhaps, he
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would not have used' his power if he had

And

known it.

“Why

do

so he

tried to convince her.

I'disapprove of it!

Can you

ask me that question—the answer to which
is apparent

on the face of it.

Ask

me,

rather, why youth, life, vigor, hope, should
not be encoﬂined in the cold and slimy walls

of a vault.

pYou say

I

know nothing of

what he advocates or demands of you.

I need to know,

Do

having once been cognizant

of his cold and bloodless life.”

“ But what he suggests to me is
something
higher than earthly hope, more strengthful
than bodily vigor or vitality,’

’

intercepted

Cecelia, as she turned sideways in her chair

that she might the more easily see his hand
some, ﬂushed face, crowned

blond-red hair.

with the bushy,

_

“Nonsense!” he returned, with the im
“ You want
patience born of earnestness.
nothing higher nor more strengthful than
the

lleiaping

pulsations

of natural hope and
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life.

Have you not felt your pulses thrill.

and vibrate under the forceful impetus
the emotionate

and the passionate

does not Younod Rencliife discard
less

all_

that?

And

Z

as

of

worth

Ask your soul if it is right

and needful to turn away from the natural

promptings and inclination of self-creation.”

Alas ! had not Cecelia applied again and
again to that darkened

and mufﬂed oracle,

and all in vain.

“Let

me ask one thing,” .he continued, his

earnestness deepening as it narrowed from
the expanse of generality into the channel of

“ And the
answer to this ques
tion—whether given to me or reserved with

personality.

in yourself—will decide whether

I am

here

as an intruder and an alien, or otherwise.

If

my guess is right, this calm and pulseless

philosophy
ignores

as

of Younod

Rencliffe’s

either

unworthy, or discards as mean

ingless, the passion of love.

Which, Cousine,

do the innate promptings of your heart de
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That this is a false or a correct stand

?

Is this call out of my inmost being unto
yours, a base, degraded creation, or other

wise—an empty, meaningless delusion? or,
is

it an uncorrupted, real existence, potent
it is vital,

in proportion as

and lasting

throbbing, vibrating, thrilling?”

“You

know, Gerhardt, that

I once

before

admitted my belief in the reality and honesty

of this sentiment you say you entertain to

I

wards me.

still do so.

But—but—” she

spoke slowly and hesitatingly, for she was a

little afraid of Gerhardt in these vehement
moods of his,

“is it

no more real in the

present than it will be lasting in the future

it not rather

a

than a

2

passion, as you yourself called
sentiment ”

it,

I mean—is

'

You know what

3

Cecelia

was

right when

she

hesitated.

Gerhardt’s nature was not one to be experi

His countenance

was

longer ﬂushed and varying in expression,

no

it

mented with.
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was pale and ﬁrmly set

;

his eyes no longer

shot out rays of quivering light, but bent a
steady, penetrating gaze upon her.

“ Enough of this trifling,” he said, “

I am

not here to bandy about the correctness of
applied expressions, but for the purpose of

re-avowing the relation of my feelings to
wards you.

Independent of the considera

tion of this or that Word, this or that belief,

strength

reciprocates

and degree,

not in

perhaps,

as

equal

yet;

I

this feeling,

it,

you know whether your heart reciprocates

I

it

hardly ask or look for that, butiwhether
does in character or not.
say you know
any rate accepts, my love.

Whether

it

whether or not your heart reﬂects,w or at
be

or not

is

accept

and unrestrainful.

it

sorbing,

exists to me strong and ab

Whether

the question

I

say you can answer, and which

must l”

you

which

I

you know

it

passion or sentiment, earth-born or spiritual,

say you
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forward

a movement

in his

ardor, as though he would take

her hands and thus add force to force, but
controlled himself ‘with an eﬁort and clinched
the arm of her chair that he might the more

restrain himself.
Cecelia did not resent his imperiousness.
She felt humbly

grateful to him that in

presenting his love and pressing his suit he
made it appeal to the warmth and intense
ness

of her inner-self, the existence of which

under her cold, indifferent exterior but few
would have divined.

Her

deep eyes,

full of

the expression of mute appeal and unspoken
feeling,

as they met and crossed

his clear,

unswerving glance, betrayed the tossed and
troubled

condition of her inward

nature.

She bent her head, and shading her

with one of

her hands exclaimed

agony of self-condemnation

“You

in

face
an

:

are right, Gerhardt, in thus com

manding rather than appealing.

You un
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derstand better than myself the vacillation
and uncertainty of my being.”

I

“Did

command? my darling,

forgive

me, you know it is the strength of my pas
sion that makes me vehement.”

I

“No.

say you were right.

I

suppose

no one can have any idea of the utter loath

ing and disgust

I have

for the lack of trust,

of enthusiasm, of faith, that is in me.

If we

only lived in the Golden Land of the Golden
Age, which is creatable in the unreal realms
of Fancy, then perhaps it would not be so
hard to choose the right and the real, to
choose

them and cling to them with holy

to us

devotional

nothing

in the

The

stable.

scintillating

may

in the pale

calmness

seem

a

One

we

ﬂimsy,

kindle

the

of

moments

citement,

day

beautiful

passion weaves, for

web which emotionate
us

But as

strength.

we can turn to nothing, for, alas,
is

it

is,

ardor and

moments

tattered
blaze

ex

of

fabric.

of ardor

l
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enthusiasm

on

2 5

sacriﬁcial

the

altar,

and the next we come to offer up the sacri
ﬁce

and the blaze is gone.

The ﬁre has

burnt itself out, and nothing but ashes, gray
are left. And we cannot re
kindle the ﬂame, for the ashes are in our
and sullen,

heart, and are smothering the smouldering
brands of hope and ardor.

rible pity that such as
misery

I

Oh, it is a ter

exist; we are a

to those who care for us and a tor

ture to ourselves.

For such, poesy and pas

sion are unreal, and practicality

disgusting.

So what can

I choose

and prose
to satisfy

and ﬁll my days and life.”

“Why

look inward at all, or backward?

Turn to what your judgment,

not your

fancy, dictates to you is stable and steadfast,
and then annul self in your support of it.”

(“How strangely alike their arguments for
such opposite causes,” thought Cecelia with
sad bewilderment.)

“I would

not seem to make self-eulogies
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_

and boastful predictions, but surely, Cousine,

you must believe that my assurances of deep
love are earnest

that in asking for a bind

;

I

ing future tie—for

have sought you to

speak of marriage as well as love—I say

that in asking for this close relationship of
husband

and wife

I

long to prove to your

unbelieving nature, the endurement of it as
well.

Look up, Cecelia, and tell me whether

you think

I am

one to entertain sentiments

and passions that are vacillating and super-_

ﬁcial.”

“Yes,

It

\

yes,

is not you

I

Gerhardt,

I

believe in. you.

distrust so much as myself.”

The inﬂuence

that Gerhardt would not

make use of to coerce, he now used to assure
and reassure.

He leaned over and took her

hands in his strong, steady grasp, he drew
her towards him and made her look in his
face that his unyielding
strength and
earnest expression might imbue her with his
singleness of purpose and his sincerity.
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to ﬁll your

trust

it,

lean upon

it,

rely upon

it,

lieve in my love, yield to it then, accept

it,

days and life, and you say but now, you be

and have

faith that the future will as surely prove its
durability as the present does its strength.”

218
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CHAPTER XIV.

To THE RESCUE!

THE SECOND STRANGE

LIVERANCE IN WHICH THE CREDITOR’s
DEBTOR’s POSITIONS ABE REVERSED.
AMONG THE DEAD

DE
AND

ALIVE

!

THAT night, in the seclusion of her bed
chamber,

Cecelia

course of life.

mapped

out her future

She would accept Gerhardt’s

offer of marriage and love.
to and attendance

In

the attention

upon the new exigencies

and obligations which the state of marriage

would involve she would try to leave behind

in oblivion the turbulent, intemperate

aspi

rations that had crossed and recrossed the
psychical path of her virgin existence.

In

the strong sway of Gerhardt’s teachings and
precepts of natural love and natural duty
she would learn to close the entrances of her
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mental life to the visitations of those wander
ing

ghouls from a world beyond present
The

comprehension and present attainment.

complement of this duty of love and enlight
enment would lie, on her side, she mused, in

attempting to lead Gerhardt’s Hotspur judg
ment back to the conﬁnes of established law
and conventionality.
One thing was yet to be done.

She must

get Younod to absolve her from her obliga

To do this would not entail

tion to him.

thought. . That he would
drag an unwilling victim to the sacriﬁcial

difﬁculty,

she

altar never occurred to her.
-)(-

+£-

*

*

*

The next morning she received this letter,
signed by one whom she knew to be the

Rencliﬁe’s family lawyer

:

“ May —, 18——.
“ MISS CECELIA HONERICK :——Y0un0d Ren
cliffe died at the residence of his father on
the ~—— instant of this month, and was buried
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on the

— inst.

of the same month, in the

Rencliffe family vault.

His death was some

He had lain several days

what peculiar.

previous to the Doctor’s

formal and decisive

announcement of death in a trance-like state,

but as his body had become rigid and respira
tion had ceased he was pronounced dead.

Al

though previous to his decease he manifested
the possession of his ordinary state of health,

I do

not think his death was entirely unap

prehended by himself, in as much as he made
his

will

and arranged other legal considera

tions under me against the contingency of
premature or sudden death.

In his will—

drawn up by me_—you are mentioned as one
of his heirs.

Be kind enough‘to make ar

rangements to be present at the reading of
the same, to take place on the —— inst.

“Respectfully, etc.”
The ﬁrst and instantaneous thought sug
gested to Cecelia

by the contents

of this
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letter was the impossibility of

securing absolution from her promise.
Then

Younod dead!

was she bound by

the unyielding bonds of conscience to perform
the implied functions of her oath.

But another

thought now vibrated her

being like a shock, and the thought which

of fear ended in

began in the negativeness
the positiveness of certainty.

Younod’s fear

had become realized,——one of his death-sem

bling

trances

had

been

taken for actual

death and—he was buried‘alive !

N o wonder the thought unhinged with a
throb each mental faculty just as a powerful
electric

joint.
be

shock seems to wrench apart each

What was to

be done?

There could

but one answer to this question.

him

from

the

Rescue

ghastly fate otherwise in

reserve for him.

Two expedients suggested themselves for
the

accomplishment

of this task.

One—of

communicating her fear, with the accompany
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ing suggestions for its remedy, to Younod’s
friends.

But this way embraced the risk of

delay and the possibility of having her fear
misunderstood

(for there was no time for

explanation and reasons) and scouted asan
extravagant, morbid phantasy of the mind.
Or—she could undertake alone, except for
the aid of the sexton, and in secrecy, the
mission of determining the right or the wrong

of her portentous

conception.

By choosing

the latter she would haveto anticipate her
intended visit by a day or so, and the task

would, indeed, involve a prodigious call for
nervous

strength and

reaction.

the other hand, how terribly

But,

on

fatal might be

the consequences of delay through misunder

standing 0r mistake.

And,

again,

if her

foreboding should prove untrue the wounds
of grief and mourning

would not be torn

anew with the rude, ghastly thrust of delud

ing

hope.

*

She chose the latter way.
*
*
*

'X
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The night was

calm

and

inexpressive.

No stars were out with uncertain scintilla
tions, but the pale of a crescent moon dif
'

fused itself upon all the features
face.

of earth’s

No wind rippled the ﬁxity of its ex

pression.

Upon it was the stamp of physical passive
ness,

as

though the Universe had fallen in

with Younod’s

creed and absorbed the tem

pestuous whirlwinds

of the material earth

into the solemn calm of the ghost-world.
Cecelia grasped with cold and stiff ﬁngers
the colder and stiffer bars of the grated door

of the vault.

She leaned her throbbing fore

head against the marble wall and tried to
pierce with the strain of senseless vision its

impenetrability.
O, for direction and

hour of uncertainty

knowledge in this

and suspense.

If

she

could only'divine the problem whether she
had come on a fool’s rash errand or upon a
mission of merciful rescue.

The knowledge,

_
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whether

as to

a

human life

was being

strangled within the conﬁnes of this vault,
or whether death reigned
and laid its tyrannical

supreme within

seal of silence and

proclaimed its edict of non-resurrection upon

all its passive subjects—this was what she
But at last the decision was made
longed.

_the

shrinking

of her courage overcome.

The sexton was summoned—her fear and mis
sion explained—his objections

and scruples

argued away ;—the bolts and bars of the
door yielded to the matter-of-fact magic of

his key, and the would-be revolutionist of
Death’s reign invaded his domain.

No ﬂickering lights

.

.

.

of earth dance on

those somber walls—Fno sounds

of natural

joy and mirth are echoed back.

The gloom

of the

grave-world

space—the unsonged

pervades

the

symphonies

and silenced souls reverberate

rayless

of slaved

only to the

tense and listening sympathy of those that
bear with immortal ears.

‘
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The unshaped spirits of blighted hopes and
by-gone dreams traverse the place and keep
the ever-midnight, the never-breaking vigil.

And in the hour-glass which

marks the

period of the reign of Death and the slavery

of souls, the

sands measure

the hours of

Eternity.
tained

Younod’s casket,

it,

The sexton located the cell which con
unlocked

and

with Cecelia’s help transferred the casket to
weakening intenseness of anxiety beside
as

it,

Cecelia knelt with

the ﬂoor of the vault.

with unperturbed deliberation he un
of the lid.

screwed the fastenings

At last

he had ﬁnished and the lid was laid back;
then, at Cecelia’s request, he waited outside

for her.

With

riveted

gaze, but faltering

hope, Cecelia looked upon the image within.

How terrible and yet how transcendent the
unearthly beauty and tranquillity of that
face!
Deatlsi’s

As

though

this

intrusion

upon

reign were to be marked by a gen
0
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eral retroversion of its law and order, the
grave-like murkiness was suddenly dispelled
by the penetrating presence of the moon
light. Solemnly and grandly it pushed its

way till it reached the open coﬁin, and there

it placed

a

crown of pale but irradiate ﬂame

upon the head of the resurrected youth.

As

Cecelia scanned
!

open

it:

the glow of this light reﬂected on his face
eagerly.

His

eyes were

Thank God, her prescient fears had

ordered this fateful errand of deliverance!

!

And, thank God again, she had obeyed the
mandates of these fears not too late
With
arms none the less tender for their forced,
unnatural strength, she raised the weakened
and now shuddering form out

of its un

earthly bed. And then Younod, a second time
delivered from the bondage

of death, stood

before the still kneeling girl.

But

as she

gazed upon the fair countenance still quiver

ing from the late infusion of vitality into
the ﬂeshly

vessel

brOught

about

by the
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potent agency of the returned intellect, she

prayer of thanks

crushed her unbreathed

giving back into her trembling heart.
she

not indeed come too late

“I

Had

l

understand it all,” he said, in slow and

weakened accents.
the report

I gave

“ You read my fears in

you and have come to save

me from what no one else could have con
ceived with their non-knowledge of my life
and experience—a
rescue is too late.

living grave.

All

is over, the separa

tion has been too long enforced.”

“0

do

But your
‘

not say so,” exclaimed

Cecelia,

“ transfuse in your inert physical
the strength of your

mental.

being all

Make

effort!”
“ Impossible,” returned Younod
and wearily.

an

weakly

“The hinges of the temple

are rusted with disuse; they will not bend
to admit the spirit.”

A

physical shudder

shook his form and he would have fallen
had not Cecelia caught his wavering hand
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He controlled the

and thus sustained him.

wandering of his mental presence with a

“ But my spirit’s

I

it must not die with the body.
it to one—to

I

you,

remember—to

And

Cecelia Honerick.

secret,

imparted

it,

mighty will force.

see to

you,
trusted

lest

it

warden, that you held not the key too long

rust in your disuse and the treasure

never be revealed.”
I

“ Oh, no, no, no ” cried
Cecelia, in wild,
vehement

“Do not deliver

supplication.

of this terrible secret to me.
The responsibility
too great.
My strength

It

too slight, my nature too mortal.

I

too superhuman a task for me.

is

is

is

the keeping

have

come not only to rescue you from the grave

but to pray and beseech your release from
my promise.

The obligation

I

ﬁnitely more than what

implies in

could ever have

in

my

cannot,

I

I

Younod Rencliﬁ'e, release me

it

beg you here on my knees,
!

ignorance.

I

I

ﬁrst assumed

imagined when
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I

awful purpose.
Have mercy

!

”

“ And thus doom to an eternal grave my
art?

To place the unalterable seal upon the
which enables man to communi

discovery

cate direct with the majesty of nature?

To

cast into the furnace of oblivion the drugs

of all mighty wisdom compounded

of the

unknown forces of man’s internal treasure
store?

Never!

You

know not for

what

you ask when you beg to be released from
the revelation of this

Never!

Never!

medica.

ﬂesh which

emaciated

divine,

In this form of

stands

there is no vigor, in these hands
you the

strength

is

omnipotent

before you,

I place

evaporated;

upon

in the

waning, wavering vitality which pushes the
blood

sluggishly

through my veins

and

makes the heart beat slowly and yet more

slowly there is no value.
strength of these

You

stand

I hold you

It

is not by the

to your promise.

in the presence of

a force,

un

_
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named because unknown, invincible because

incombatible; incombatible,

because super

By the strength of this unwaver

natural.

ing, unwaning

force

and charge

premise

I

hold you to your

you—beware of the

blasting power of its

curse for the non
I
fulﬁllment of that promise I ”
One moment Cecelia covered her face with

her hands

in a paroxysm of concentrated

fear and horror, the next she was holding

out her arms to catch the fallen, shuddering
form.

And, then, all was over.

The murky darkness, with
noiseless.

a

swirl and

whirl, swept the yielding moon

light from the place, environed the van
quished invader and snatched the pale but

ﬂaming crown of evanescent glory from the
fallen youth.
Once more death reigned and triumphed,
and slashed to slavish silence the unvoiced

murmurings of the bonded souls.
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CHAPTER XV.
GIVES IN SUMMARY

THE CONCLUSION OF THE

RECORD WITH AN EPILOGUE CONCERNING THE
TWO FORCES.

WHEN Cecelia issued forth from the sol
emn, unearthly precincts of that vault, with
the inﬂuence

of Younod’s unnatural vehe

mence upon her, she had no other thought

than that of yielding up her choice to keep
faith with the solemn covenant that held her
bound so tenaciously.

Her passion must be left

behind her within the marble walls that held

all else that was dead and powerless.

She

should never look on the face of her lover
She would carry out the mandates
again.
to which her vow held her

if

the doing of it

macerated every natural inclination, every
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mortal affection, every passion instinct.

She

would do this, not through any newly-ac
quired desire or promptings—oh, no, no, no,

far from that, for

her

inclinations

still under the passion-sway
But because

she

were

of Gerhardt.

felt bound to do so under

the moral constraint of her promise.

This was what she told herself she must
and should do.

But——

The manuscript that disclosed the initiative
process into the possession of his deep and

mystic knowledge was in Younod’s study.
The directions concerning the course that
should

preface

this initiation were

there.

The books—the paraphernalia with all dicta
tions concerning their relative perusal and
use were there.
Cecelia, released from her engagement

to

Mrs. Rencliﬁ‘e, was wondering how ﬁrst to
set

to work to carry into effect the practical

sequences of her

future intent, when one

morning, just at dawn, the people living in
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of the Rencliffe residence
Were startled and horriﬁed by an explosive
the neighborhood

shock whose echoes reverberated through the

air and

set

into quivering pulsations the near

Investigation

earth.

It

followed.

proved

that the quarter of the house in which You
nod’s study was known to be located was

blown up, and the entire contents of both
that room and the secret one, as well as the
walls and ﬂoors of the same, were completely
shattered and demolished beyond redemption.

The family had. just left for a long sojourn
abroad, so no vital loss ensued.

At

ﬁrst, con

ditions indicated intentional crime in which
dynamite had played its part.
circumstantial

But lack of

evidence, in connection

with

the ascertained fact that the secret room had
been

used as a laboratory where chemical

materials had been stored and experimented
with, led to the announced and established
conviction that the explosion had resulted
from the spontaneous
I

combustion of this

234
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matter

being

communicated to

other matter of an explosive nature.

‘

And thus it came about by the natural or
the accidental
cumstances,

whichever it was, that Cecelia

was released-from
tion.

order of cir

or the ordained

her future

life’s obliga

For, by the destruction of the guide

to and revelation of the Great Secret, she
was constrained

In

the

to relinquish its adoption.

will Younod left,

the entire contents

of his study and laboratory were bequeathed
to her, as well as a considerable

sum, the

annual interest of which would support her
during the remainder of her life.

Both these

bequests were left her unconditionally, the

testator having evidently relied on the con
stancy of her intent.

But now the constancy

and ﬁdelity which Cecelia had sworn to her

self after that scene in the vault should be
unfailing, though their infallibility consume
the very vitals of her mortal nature, were as

naught.under the force of circumstances.
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Under this new event which entailed the
inevitable surrender of Younod’s purpose she
transferred to Mrs. Rencliﬂ'e the sum which
he had willed her for its accomplishment.

And then, she was free.

And then, well,

and then, her lover came to claim her.

*

*

*

'X-

In the intimacy which after years

*
generated,

when Cecelia confessed to Gerhardt the self
origin of that anonymous, warning letter con
cerning Younod’s spying, Gerhardt recipro
cated the conﬁdence and acknowledged

to

her his agency in the fateful destruction of

the contents of Younod’s two rooms.
gave three considerations
ment

He

which in his judg

palliated the offence.

I

The ﬁrst was

that he managed it so that there should be
no loss of life.

The second, the reversion to

the Rencliffe family of the sum bequeathed
to Cecelia by Younod, which he knew would

follow, would cover the loss to them of the
partial wrecking

of their property.

The
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third one was, that it was the only way of
securing to his possession Cecelia and her love.
“ That night in Younod’s room when

you

based your promise

to become his student

and follower on the theory of the supremacy

of the present

I

I cursed

myself for a fool that

have advocated

could

such

a

regard to our love and relation.

theory in

When

I

heard you promise that which would separate

you from me in the future, because we should
have no concern for the events of that unreal

I

period,

saw the fallacy of my belief.

The

future was to me a concern, and real enough
when

I

beheld in its prospective

vista the

dissolution of our relation towards one an
other.

I made

an internal vow parallel with

your spoken one,

‘

As the present attests our

relation as lover and sweetheart, so shall the
future, our closer bond of husband and wife.’
To keep my oath

I was

obliged to intercept

the performance of yours.

I meant

when

I said

That was what

the future would prove
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the falseness of that creed, as well as explain

why

I asserted its falseness. If Younod

not died

I

had

simply intended that to carry out

the intent of my oath
secure from him

I

would induce you to

release from

your bond.

His death, which barred the possibility of
your release through him, increased the dif

It

ﬁculty of my purpose.

compelled me to

resort to the extreme measure

of eradicating

from rexistence

I did.

That

the means

which, so long as they did exist, compelled
you to keep your faith with Younod Ren
cliife.”

*

*

*

-X-

4.6

Thus the record of a Theory and a Passion,

“both signiﬁcant
symbolic

and comprehensive, both

of the two antithesized ruling-pas

sions of man-nature.

Shall we condemn or

defend Cecelia’s choice?

Given to man—born of the intercourse of
two tremendous forces, Thought and Matter,
the power to decide the conﬂict that tears and
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wages in his soul ;—to pronounce
tence that should

the sen

refer himself to the sway

of the ﬁnite, the sensate,

the passionate of

the higher animal-nature,

or to the rule of

the sublime, the majestic, the potent of the

God-like,—in other words, given man Cece
lia’s power of choosing,

which of the two

sundered Forces would he cling to and sup

port

?

Shall we have to wait for the rendering of
that decision till the coming of the Golden
Reign of the Golden Age of Cecelia’s fancy?

In

the mean time let us waive judgment

on Cecelia’s choice, and only record it.
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Price: paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.00.

Pray You, Sir, Whose Daughter

7

A brilliant novel of to-day, deal
ing with social purity and the “age of consent” laws. Price:
By HELEN H. GARDENER.

paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.00.

A Spoil of Office.
A novel.
The truest picture of
By HAMLIN GARLAND.
Western life that has appeared in American ﬁction. Price:
.
paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.00.

Lessons Learned from Other Lives.

-

By B. o. FLOWER.
of

There are fourteen biographies in this volume, dealing with the lives
Seneca and Epictetus, the great Roman philosophers;
Joan of Arc,

warrior maid; Henry Clay, the statesman; Edwin Booth and
Joseph Jefferson, the actors; John Howard Payne, William Cullen
Bryant, Edgar Allan Poe, Alice and Phebe Cary, and John G. Whittier,
the poets; Alfred Russell Wallace, the scientist; Victor Hugo, the many
sided man of genius.
“ The book
sparkles witn literary jewels.”p-Cbn'stian Leader, Cin
cinnati, Ohio.
the

For sale by all booksellers.
the Price.

Sent postpaid

upon receipt

Arena Publishing Company,

Copley Square,

BOSTON.

MASS

.1?

Price: paper, 50 cents; cloth. $1.00.
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Along Shore with a Man of War.
A

By MARGUERITE DlCKlNS.
delightful story of travel, de
lightfully told, handsomely illustrated, and beautifully bound.
Price, postpaid, $1.50.

Evolution.

a

work of number of the foremost thinkers
One volume, handsome cloth, illustrated,
Price, postpaid, $2.00.
408 pp.

in

It

applied to religious, scientiﬁc, and social themes.

is

is

in

is

Popular lectures by leading thinkers, delivered before the
of inestimable
This work
Brooklyn Ethical Association.
value to the general reader who
interested
Evolution as
the joint

America to-day.

complete

index.

Sociology.

volume to

“Evolution,”

representative
handsome

thinkers

and

presents

on social

a

is

Popular lectures by eminent thinkers, delivered
This work
Brooklyn Ethical Association.

before

companion

the best thought

evolution.

the

of

One volume,

cloth, with diagram and complete index.

412 pp.

all booksellers.

Sent postpaid

upon

1eceipt

the price.

Arena Publishing Company,
Copley Square.

BOSTON, MASS.

of

For sale

by

Price, postpaid, $2.00.

From the Press of the Arena Publishing Company.

Songs.
Illustrated with original drawings by
By NEITH BOYCE.
ETHELWYN WELLS CONREY. A beautiful gift book.
Bound
in white and gold.

Price, postpaid,

$1.25.

The Finished Creation,
By BENJAMIN

and Other Poems.
HATHAWAY, author of “ The League of the

lroquois,” “Art Life,” and other Poems.
Handsomcly
bound in white parchment vellum, stamped in silver.
Price,
postpaid, $125

Wit and Humor of the Bible.
By Rev. MARION D. SHUTTER, D.D.
Published

treatise.

Son of Man;

only in cloth.

A brilliant and reverent

Price,- postpa'id,

$1.50.

or, Sequel to Evolution.

By CELESTIA ROOT LANG.

Published

only in cloth.

This work, in many respects, very remarkably discusses the next
it is in perfect touch with advanced
step in the Evolution of Man.
Christian

Evolutionary

thought, but takes a step beyond the presenl

position of Religion Leaders.

Price, postpaid,

$1.25.

For sale by all booksellers.

Sent postpaid

upon receipt

the price.

Arena Publishing Company,
Copley Square,

BOSTON,v

MASS.

of

From the Press of the Arena Publishing Company.

The Dream Child.
A fascinating romance of two worlds.
.

LEY.

By FLORENCE HUNT

Price: paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.00.

A Mute Confessor.
The romance of a Southern toxlm. By WILL N. HARBEN,
author of “White Marie,” “Almost Persuaded,” etc. Price:
paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.00.

Redbank;

Llfe on a Southern Plantation.

By M. L. COWLEs.

A typical Southern story by
Price: paper, 00; cloth, $1.00.

woman.

Psychics.

a

Southern

Facts and Theories.

By Rev. MlNOT

J.

Psychical problems.

SAVAGE.

A thoughtful discussion

of

Price: paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.00.

Civilization’s Inferno:

Studies in the Social Cellar.

ll. Society’s
Introductory chapter.
[1].
Two Hours in the Social Cellar.
IV. The
Exiles.
V. Why the lshmaelites Multiply.
Democracy of Darkness.
VI. The Froth and the Dregs. VI]. A Pilgrimage and a
Vision. Vlll. Some Facts and a Question.
IX. What of the
Morrow? Price: paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.00.
By B. O. FLOWER.

For

sale

by

l.

all booksellers.

Sent postpaid

upon receipt

the price.

Arena Publishing Company,
Copley Square,

BOSTON, MASS.

of

Frorn the ‘Press of the Arena Publishing Company.

Jason Edwards:

An Average Man.

A powerful and realistic story of
By HAMLINGARLAND.
today. Price: paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.00.

Who Lies?

An Interrogation.

By BLUM and ALEXANDER. A book that is well worth read
Price: paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.00.
ing.

Main Travelled Roads.
Six Mississippi Valley stories.
By HAMLIN GARLAND.
“The sturdy spirit of true democracy runs through this book."—
Review

of

Reviews.

Price: paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.00.

irrepressible Conflict Between Two World
Theories.
.The most powerful presentation
By Rev. MlNOT J. SAVAGE.
of Theistic Evolution 'versus Orthodoxy that has ever ap
Price: paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.00.
peared.

For sale by all booksellers.
the

Sent postpaid upon

receipt

price.

Arena Publishing Company,
Copley

Squm,

BOSTON.

MASS

0]

From

the

Press of the Arena Publishing Company.

Salome Shepard,

Reformer.

A New England story.
M. WlNSLOW.
paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.00.

Price:

By HELEN

The Law of Laws.
The author takes advance metaphysical
By S. B. WAIT.
grounds on the origin, nature, and destiny of the soul.
“ It is offered as a contribution to the thought of that unnumbered
fraternity of spirit whose members are found wherever souls are sen
sitive to the impact of the truth and feel another's burden as their
own.”— Author's Preface.

256 pages; handsome cloth.

Life. A

$1.50.

Price, postpaid,

Novel.

By WILLIAM W. WHEELER.

A book of thrilling interest from

cover to cover.
In the form of
before

the

regarding

a

novel called

public some of
humanity’s

the

present

“LIFE,” William

W. Wheeler has put

clearest statements
its

aspects,

of logical

inherent

and

ideas

manifest

The book is strong,
powers, and its future, that we have ever read.
keen, powerful; running over with thought, so expressed as to clearly
convey the author’s ideas; everything is to the point, nothing super

ﬂuous—and forthis it is specially admirable.—

The ‘Boslan Times.

Price: paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.00.

For sale by all booksellers.

Sent postpaid

upon receipt 0]

the price.

Arena
Copley Square,

Publishing Company,
.

BOSTON. MASS.

.'.

From

the press

of the Arena

Blhh‘nhing

.'.

Company.

SIDE POCKET SERIES.

TQLAMSIL

A GUIDE

J.

E. Hmlmson. One ofthe mostlntereeting and charming books oftbe
This book gives you
year. The hand is a perfect indicator of character.
Price, cloth, 75 can".
the key. Handeomely illustrated.

By E.

TIIE 0PEII SECRET.
A message from Mars.
unique and intenser interesting book.
Price, cloth, 75 can“.

By A. PBIIIT-

The secret of life end destiny. A
llluetrlted with head end LIII pieces.

IIB. IUIIII SIWYEII.
By Mas. 15:.va

J.

ONE

DAY.

A

Tale

A

Dem-n11.

with beau and tail pieces.

beautiful and interesting story.
7!: cents.

Price, cloth,

Illnede

of the Pralrles.

By Emnm' HUBBARD.

A

I

book. The clmpters are : 1. Mom
Alternoon. IV. Night. Illustrated with beautiful origi
ing. II. Noon.
nal designs. The ﬁrst and last cha ters ehow drawings in miniature of
"
Michael An elo'a “ Morning ind " igllt,” from the ﬁgures on the tomb
PHce, cloth, 76 can“.
of Lorenzo c Medici, at Florence.

III.

most interesting

For sale by all booksellers.

Sent poet-paid upon receipt

Arena Publishing Company,
Copley

Square,

oft/u pr‘u.
I;

Baton, Mass.
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YOU WANT IT!
M l NA its

LLNlmeuT
CURES

you, or

5

REFUND MONEY
1

TVE

if

Rheumatism, Pains in Chest, Side or Back,
Neuralgia, Headache, etc.
Bottles do not cure

Bottle does not beneﬁt you.

IT

33:31:23.2?“
TRY
YOUR DRUGGIST HAS IT.
816,408 Boltles .volll ill the New England States in 1891.

WARRANT IT.

Millalll’s Lillilllllllt Millllll'ﬂ

00.,

WE

-

Boston,

Mass.

/
w

'

-

has versatility enough to effectually

Waltz

Ii

and immediately

play

a

Strauss

follow with an intricate

Bach Fugue, Beethoven Sonata, or a Wagner
be done on the Symphony by even a child,
whct‘Ier possessing musical talent or not. All the Standard Overtures,
Popular Waltzes, Hymns, Tunes, Oratorios, and latest Opera Airs can
he rendered with true orchestral effect, time, and power, being under y0ur
direct control. You won’t believe it until you call at ware-rooms and examine

Overture?

This is what can

for yourself.

OLIVER DITSON

a. c0.. BOSTON
c0.. PHILADELPHIA
DROOP‘SON-WASWNGTON- D-c-

F. A. NORTH

4.

OTTO SUTRO 6.60., BALTIMOREI
MD.

I
l
I

LYON POTTER a co_, CHICAGO
HARDMANI PECK a co” NEW VORK

L.sAncRor-"r co.,5AN FRANCISCO
PHH'IF WERLEM‘ NEW ORLEANS
c. J. wo0sz e co., TOLEDO

A.

noon wunurzzn. CINCINNATI, o. l
J. w. DVER MUSIC c0.. SAINT

And over

200 music

PAUL AND MINNEAPOLIS
dealers generally throughout the World.

wucux

.

A POSTAL CARD

&*

A

WHITE URBAN 00..

MERIDEN, CONN.

request will
descriptive Catalogue and further infor~
mation about the wonderful SY
hm}? PHONY.
Finished in beautiful piano
1 t".
cases.
.,. ..
‘9’,

.

l
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